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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.
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WILL

Los Angeles, Calif!, July 17. Call- Washington, D. C., July 17.
GAVE ANYTHING DIRECT TO CAUSE
ed to the stand for the ostensible
PROCEED WITH INVESTIGATION
New York, N. Y., July 17 The purpose ot impeaching a state witness Orozeo's men,
charging that the rebel
Fremont
Older, managing editor of leader has $500,000 in i;i Paso bank
body of a man found floating in the
Washington, D. 0. .July 17. Post- friends of the party came forward Hudson river and taken to a morgue the San Francisco Bulletin, early inland is preparing to go into the Init-hi- s
New York, July 17. A fourth arrest that the "police
examination today was placed in ed States to enjoy it, have been
master General Hitchcock today told with large contributions.
in Hoboken was today identified as
system" as it is fain tlie case of the gambler, Herman miliarly known, was largely, if not diattitude of a virtually important ceived by the state department,
the senate committee investigating
The first "friend" he mentioned in that of Nathan Swartz, indicted for
of
Depredations
campaign contributions of 1904 and that connection was Charles P. Taft, the murder of the child, Julia Con- witness for the defense in the bribery
l Rosenthal, who was shot to death ves- - rectly responsible for the slaying
by ;,0ii,) rebels
of Clarence S. Darrow.
Rosenthal, who had professed his in190S that the record of the funds used brother of President Taft, who con- nors in the Bronz on
jcentrated near Cuntla. MoreloH ha- - terday just before he was to
July 7.
testify
tention to make further charges that
in President Taft's election as filed tributed $50,000;
The identification
Strenuous etforts were made by the been reported'.
was made by
William
Nelson
regarding charges of gambling graft certain of the police were
in Albany, X. Y., were absolutely cor- Cromwell, $25,000; Mr. and Mrs. Larz. r liiniv Alexander,
AMERICANS ARE HARASSED.
grafting on
swartz s brother-in-law- . prosecution to keep out the testimony
the police, was made today gamblers.
Extreme agitation exists among the against
rect and that he could not supple- Anderson $25,000; Andrew Carnegie
of Mr. Older during which District At
when Louis Webber, known in the unDistirct Attorney AVhitman said to- arm otner loreign citizens
ment the report by testimony.
The father of the man admitted torney Fredericks took occasion
$20,000; William Smith Cochran,
;
to
der world as "Bridtev" was.
the
line
uay mat lie would proceed with the
of
along
Kir. Hitchcock s?,id the total colthe
NorthMexican
Frank Munsey $10,000; Whitelaw that he had asked his son about the designate Lincoln Steffens as a "busy
to police headquarters.
grand jury investigation into
lected through the various agencies of Reid $10,000; M. C. Borden $10,000; affair, that his son had confessed his wxiy, nuz"ing around trying to butt western railroad as a result of the re- the
Webber, according to the police, charges made by Rosenthal.
treat of the insurgent army in that
It was
the committee in 190S was
and General Corbin, for a number of guilt and he had told him to go out in and start something."
ran
a
house
in
gambling
direction.
No serious trouble is ex-- i
opposition reported that Rosenthal gave the pub.
Of this sum $G20,150 was persons $10,000.
and commit suicide.
The son, it is
It became evident early in
Mr.
as long as the United States! to Rosenthal about three years ago lie prosecutor the names of three men
collected in various states and hand- "Did the Tobacco trust contribute?" now evident, went to the river and Older's examination that the defense jpected, to its
and
had
incurred
the murdered gam- who had to bo "seen" by the gamnineres
present policy of strict bler's
led by the local state committees. inquired Senator
threw himself in.
expected to prove through him as well neutrality and the Mexican
enmity. While the fend between blers before t'bey could do business.
Paynter,
armies
The latter sum never was turned into
as steftens that arrangement.
the two men was on, AVebber's home
"No sir."
had confine themselves to
One of them is said to be a former
commanderiug was
the treasury of the republican nationbeen practically
concluded for the necessary supplic
dynamited, the police said, and
"Any of the stockholders?"
and
official, another a police departtransportaal committee, although that committee
his jaw broken by a man known as city
"Not to my knowledge. .1 know by
McNamaras to plead guilty several tion.
ment official and a third holding
a
kept account of it.
name those chiefly interested and I
days before the alleged bribery
It is pointed out here that the peo- "Tough Tony."
of
clerical
District Attorney AVhitman believes ment. position in the police departMr. Hitchcock promised to furnish do not have any knowledge of such
Juror Lockwood was consummated.
ple in that section of Mexico now ar
The witness said he came to Los undergoing the same annoyance and
the investigating committee with contributions being received."
copies of the financial records of the
Angeles five days before the bribery distress that was suffered for many
"Any from stockholders of the Steel
expose To take part in a conference. weeks by the foreign e'ement in the
campaign.
corporation?"
No contribution was received from
He produced a telegram sem by Dar- state of Chihuahua along the line of
"I believe some of the men I have
row and Steffens asking him to join the Mexican Central railroad.
a corporation, Mr. Hitchcock said, be-- ; mentioned are interested in it. 1
It. is
them.
cause congress hod 'just passed a law think .Mr. Munsey is."
part of the fortunes of war and so
long as Americans do not suffer ac"And Mr. Cochran?"
prohibiting it. He told of the only
Mrs. Winifred White Mabry, wife
tual violence they must vest, content
near contribution he could remember
"Yes sir."
of State Senator T. J. Mabry, who DARROW TRIAL LAGS
N.
Schenectady,
Y., July 17.
was
SLOWLY
Senator
It
ALONG. with a knowledge ihat they will be
offered by
having rejected.
l has been seriously ill since
Paynter asked Mr.
shortly alice
for
the
"Cheap
for
poor,'' is the plan
Los
amply
'repaid
loss
any pecuniary
T. Coleman Dupont, of Dela-- ! cock if he were acquainted with any ter the
Angeles, Calif., July 17. P,e- - of
adjournment of the legislature Relations
the Socialist administration of
Between McNamara Attor mulcted on them as a result of the cause of his criticism of the proposed X
ware, then a member of the republi- - of the stockholders
,
of the Interna-ca- died at 10:::0 last night after a brave
rebellion.
hole city is.
new "Progressive
and
Watt
Are
set
as
ney
out
in
executive committee actively as-- ; tional Harvester company,
for
life.
Being
Fully
She is survived by her
party'
fight
'
the attempt of the organiz
a statement issued
Madera,
17.
HavChihuahua,
Shown
July
him
Witnesses
in
by
WasUi
Up
By
He said he knew the McCormicks. husband, a child 14 months old and
Today.
sisting in the management of the
ed ice dealers to enjoin Mayor Lunn
Los Angeles, Calif., July 17. The ing looted the Madero Lumber Com- mgton two days ago, United States
Frank Munsey, George Perkins, and other relatives including her father
campaign and amounted to $20,000.
and his officials from carrying out the
store
houses
Senator
of
pany's
$25,000
John
worth
1).
Works was asked tn
and mother Mr. and Mrs. J. P. White relations between Clarence S. Darrow
"He turned it over to the treasurer, Clarence S. Funk.
o; goods and robbed scores of for- resign today by Lieutenant Governor plan.
"Did Mr. Perkins contribute?" ask- who were here when the end came. ana u. u. watt were gone into at.
George R. Sheldon," began Mr. Hitchof
A.
horses
,1. AVallace,
and saddles, the
Lisner, chairman of The administration stored ice last
Death resulted from septic fever. The length by District. Attorney Freder eigners
cock.
"When I heard of it, I told ed the senator.
rebel command of General Antonio
the
California
icks
when
Mr.
Watt
resumed
th
central winter as part of its promise to help
Republican
funeral will be held tomorrow morn"I do not think so."
Mr. Dupont I did not think we could
comprising 1,000 men started central committee, and a number of the people. They started to sell ice at
stand for
in the
ten
"Did
at
o'clock
the
from
McCormicks?"
ing
the
it
because
Presbythe
had
accept
government
twenty-livcents a hundred weight
l'arrow nnuery trial today. The wit westward today through the state of other prominent Roosevelt
support"Not that I remember.
a civil suit against a corporation
They would terian church. Rev. McCollough offic- ness
in
Sonora for Guayinas and Pacific coast ers. The request was
this summer while tihe dealers put
t.he
professed
to
for
telegraphed
highest
regard
uc
Burial
more
will
be
iating.
in
Fairview
iiiveiy to contnuute to your
which he was interested. I instruct,
the price at forty cents.
points.
Mr. AVorks in Washington
today and
Mr. Mabry has the sym- the defendant and acknowledged that
cemetery.
ed the treasurer to return it and he party, sir."
The troops headed for Dolores was signed by forty
he
had
taken
of
"They got a local dealer to enjoin
the
advantage
progressives.
oppor
With the statement from Senator pathy of a large circle of friends not
did so."
us from selling our ice to the people."
to do him a service when where a mountain pass leads into the
WORKS
tunity
WILL
in
NOT
RESIGN.
but
this
in
that
the
only
the
committee
entire
jClapp
city
might
Mr. Hitchcock insisted that with
thrown accidentally into the company state of Sonora.
Mayor Lunn said today, "and that
D.
to ask about
connection of state. He received many messages of
Their entrance .vill not be unop- notWashington, saidC, July 17. "I shall
the exception of about 23, all the con- some contributors (he
of Bert H. Franklin.
canno'. be a.gued until July
AVorks
condolence
Senator
resign,"
from
all
with corporations
today
parts of
as 1.000 Maderista volunteers when
tributions were below $5,000.
Mr. Watt testified yesterday that posed
asked what he meant to do 23. They went at it. as you might exlatter examining the treasurer's books New Mexico.
are
to be awaiting the about the
reported
Before the system of collecting Mr. Hitchcock was excused.
telegram from California pect them to. They don't cite any
Mrs. Mabry was formerly Miss Wini- Franklin had said in his presence that rebel invasion.
law as being violated by our efforts to
money by finance committees organProgressives.
Tomorrow William F. Sheehan, of fred Harvey White, born December the prosecution of Darrow was underFriction with Americans and forout the poor people in this aw-I'- ll
help
ized in each state was put into opera- t'he Democratic
should
executive1 15, 1S83, at Junction City, Kansas. taken with the ultimate object of in
national
I?
Those
"Why
people are
eigners here has been a
weather
bursting
by selling them ice at a
Samuel
tion, Mr. Hitchcock said, fortunately committee in 1904, will testify
not
of
volving
even
members of the Republican re:iK(iTirilila
Gompers, president
She went with her parents to Weath- point for several days but has been
....v, rata lnt
.,.n, thniT ClllU,CU
liij r,n.r.i Lllcll.
erford, Oklahoma, where on June 20, the American Federation of Labor.
relieved by the departure of most of party they have no riht to ask my we have not the
WTien the trial was
right to do it. Thev
today the troops. Horses and
resignation."
1607, she was married to Mr. Mabry.
tied us up July 3, and on the fourth
supplies were
Air. Works said he had telegraphed
PROGRESSIVES BLOCK DEMOShe was a refined and well educated Fremont Older, managing editor of commandeered
we had fully one thousand
by the rebels but or the
the
persons
San
Francisco
and
Attora
CRATS.
Bulletin,
he
would who needed our
signers telegram that
woman, having graduated from the
dered returned by General Rojas only
ice. So we tried to
Washington, D. C, July 17. A dem convent of the Sisters of Bethany at neys George Appell, and Bert
to have rebel soldiers sneak into the write them.
do
our work by taking the ice over
of San Francisco,
occupied stables and ride away with
ocratic filibuster in the senate to force lopeka, Kansas, and also from the
from the city as individuals and in this
thptn LABOR
DEPARTMENT
consideration of the wool, sugar, and Southwestern State Normal school in seats dirertly behind the defendant.
ainst the orders of their chieftain.
the people have the beneway
The newspaper man was subpoenaed
'
PASSES TO HOUcE. fit. letting
excise tax bills, was indicated today Oklahoma.
The soldiers protested that they need
Justice AYhitmyer has ordered the
Washington, D. C, July 17. A con- An
as
a
witness
for
the
while
defense,
to
force consideration of
ed mounts and 500 of them will have
Mr. and Mrs. Mabry were an ideal
attempt
Washington, D. C. July 17. The ice we have left, about fifteen thouference between Colonel Roosevelt
the attorneys are said to be here in to
travel afoot unless horses can be house today passed the bill to create sand tons, sold at public auction and
and Herbert Knox Smith, the retiring the wool bill was defeated 35 to
couple and their home life was exem- the interests of O. A.
a Department of Labor, the secretary this will be done
Progressives voting plary. Mrs. Mabry was an unselfish, other San Francisco Tveitmoe, and procured on the way.
commissioner of corporations to out- the Republican
today. Apparently
labor leaders,
General Emilio Campa who was im of which shall have a place in the t'he trust believes it. will get
line the scope of the latter's partici- with the regulars. Senator Simmons loving and dutiful wife, a noble wom- whose names ha.'e
our Ice,
been
into
drawn
intimated
the
Democrats
might de an and had a host of friends in every the case.
prisoned by General Rojas was releas- cabinet.
The measure long has but if it does it will pay well for it."
pation in the new party's campaign cline to
ed today and staffed westward with been
permit adjournment without place she lived.
has been postponed from Friday in
pressed by organized labor. It
When asked if he feared any fur-tli300 followers.
,
With her husband she came to
now goes to the senate.
New York to Saturday at Oyster Bay. consideration of these bills.
MILITARY RIDING
legal action Mayor Luna said:
The
reason
N. M., about four
for
the
arrest is vet un
years ago
TOO MUCH FOR U. S.
"They already have tried to hamper
where Mr. Mabry established and
explained as is the mysterious order
NEWSPAPERS THAT
our work by asking ti have the inMINERS DEBATE
for the destruction of the railroad, it MAN WROTE AS
made a flourishing newspaper of the
ARE PRINTED YEARLY.
junction modified, so as to to prevent
Yankees Slip From Second to Third
Clovis Journal. Mrs. Mabry was a dedeveloped that General Rojas refuses
LOCAL UNION
us from using the telephone in thu
CHILLY DEATH
Place in Contest and May Lose Out to
vout member of the Episcopal church
obey General Orozco'a nvrW tn
They Are in Far Away Polar Regions
city offices as an ice bureau. They
Altogether
English and Danish tear up the Mexican Northwestern
LIBERTIES
CAME
in which she was confirmed at the age
HIM
TO
tlcn't want to let the people call us
Where Steamers Go But Once a
Riders Quit.
from Madera northward and jailed
of fifteen years.
Year Mimeograph is Used Instead
up to get cheap ice, and they don't
17.
The fifth and Campa who had been
Stockholm,
July
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 17. The
sent to do the
Every resident of Santa Fe will last event in the
of Press.
Chicago, July 17. That Rudolph ;v ant us to have any place where we
commilitary
riding
the Uhlman, a Bohemian inventor, killed ican niPet them to tell them about It.
proposed constitutional amendment to learn with deep regret of the passing petition at the Olympic games today work. When Orozco rescinded
New York, July 17. There exist permit local unions to make contracts into eternity of Mrs. Mabry so early saw the United States team retro- order, Campa was released.
himself and his two children,
Ru-- j
"But there is a storm brewing.
Indications are that Rojas has' startin a useful and religious life.
5 yeaj-and Julia 3, be-- i urday night we had a big mass meeting
several journals that make their ap- with employers precipitated a live'y
old,
grade from second to third place. ed on an
expedition of loot independcause they were victims of epilepsy, and there were thousands present
Four teams competed, Sweden, Ger- ent of Orozco.
pearance only once each year. These debate when the Western Federation
is the belief today of neighbors who. who will he!i us in our
met today.
are published within the confines of of Miners convention
many and the United States, each
fight to give
Federal troops have advanced to
President Charles H. Moyer, in his an- GIRL, 11, ACCUSES
the North Polar Circle.
represented by four men and France San Antonio, on the Mexican North- - attracted by the smell of gas, discov the people this necessity at a price
ered the bodies in the inventor's home within their means. Of course we will
by three. The English and Danish western 87 miles
The Eskimo Bulletin, for example, nual address, approved the plan and
northwest of Chi-- j
Mrs. Uhlman, who was have to wait to untie the tangle until
where Federation miners
i.i edited near Cape Prince of Wales showed
OF ATTACK riders abandoned the competition.
huahua city, and 113 miles south of yesterday.
MAN,
The style and appearance of the
away from home at the time of the the court acts, but in the meantime we
would profit thereby.
on Bering Strait.
Madera.
horses ridden by the officers counted
tragedy, today was still under the shall not be idle by a long way. I am
The plan proposed authorizes local
The railroad south of Madera
Here, in a village inhabited by Esis doctor's care and unable to add
in this event. The foreign ofany in this fight to the finish.''
St. Louis, July 17. An information largely
and many Americans details.
being
destroyed
kimos, the English missionaries have unions to enter into contracts to
ncers had animals which were far who were
to
established a school, and, as only one develop a property and designate men will be asked against a man giving more
Chihuahua
TURKISH CABINET RESIGNS.
than those or the Ameri- from Juarez traveling
The authorities today made public
are marooned here.
steamer lands at this place, and that to undertake the work, these men to his name as Henry Lichtermann, 50 cans, costly
some of Whose
a
mounts
are
left
letter
in
which
he
Uhlman,
by
General
Rojas executed five men
only once a year, the news that it share in any profits or bonus for per- years old, a mechanic, who says he merely picked
Constantinople, July 17. The Tur- cavalry horses. Horses while here for alleged offenses of a described his feelings as he began to
brings is consigned to a sheet of paper forming the w ork in less than con lives at 4522 Virginia avenue.
The rather than horsemanship turned the
succumb to gas. The letter follows: k'811 cabinet resigned today in
5
trivial
Rosalio!
timecharacter,
tract
conCaptain
of
the
him
with attempting to scale.
police charge
Supporters
printed with the mimeograph;
a. m. I turned on tthe gas in' sequence of the revolt in the army
Hernandez
and
Lieutenant
Cipriano the bed room.
Its size is 8x12 inches.
The paper stitutional change contend it will tend attack Rosina Saum, 11 years old,
Last regards to all my against the methods of the committee
Amador being among tihem.
is very thick and only one surface is j to throw profits of development work daughter of Fred Saum, 5303 Louisian
of Union and Progress.
17.
Juarez, Mex., July
Willi in friends.
to the rank and file of the miners avenue.
used.
The girl told the police THE DAV IN CONGRESS
1:40 p. m. Rudolph
structions
from General Pascual Oroz
is getting
to
conrather
man
the
than
This Eskimo Bulletin in a subhead
independent
dragged her into a vacant
co not to molest foreigners. General weak. He is sobbing. Julia is cry- house at 5001 Tennessee avenue, but
claims to be the only "yearly paper." tractors.
Senate.
X Ynez Salazar left here
CANADA
FEARS COMPETI- - X
today for Cas- ing for mamma. I am getting weakj
As the day's session progresses the was frightened away by her screams.
Convened at 11 a. m.
This, however, is an error, for there is
es Grandes to resume command of the also. My strength fails rapidly. My X
TION.
an annual sheet published in Gotha- - indications are that, if settled today, She reported the attack to her fa- X Considered sundry civil appro- - X rebel troops
God, what can I do now? The twoiX
X
Mexican
spread
the
along
a decision would not be reached un- ther and he reported the attack to X priation bill after an attempt
Northwestern railroad as far south as children are motionless on the bed. X Washintgon, D. C, July 17. X
X was made to force consideration
the po'ice.
til late in the afternoon.
(Continued on Page 8.)
Madera.
My mind falls 'to work properly. I no X President Taft was told today by X
of the wool tariff bill.
X
General Salazar had been In con- longer know what I am writing.
X Representative
Knowtand
ot X
X
relations
committee
Foreign
ROOSEVELT STANDS FIRM.
ference with the rebel chief for three
rail- - X
2:25
The pencil slips from my X California,' that Canadian
X
authorizes
favorabla report on X days as to the attitude to lie taken
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 17. After
by hand. I grope for it. I seem to hear X roads acting in sympathy with X
reading the statement made by Wil X resolution to investigate the fo- the rebels in their operations along the children breathing heavily. It X American railroads were behind X
liam Flynn of Pittsburg and E. A. X menting or encouraging of Mex- - X the Northwestern, where hundreds of cannot be
they are dead by this time. X Great Britain's protest agiinst X
lean revolutions or in Cuba.
two
VanValkenburg of Philadelphia,
X free tolls through the Panama X
foreigners, mostly Americans, are lo- All is over. Forgive and
X
to
resolution
'Adopted
inquire
of his leaders in Pennsylvania,
cated. General Orozco indicated that
in
The record of the approach
of X Canal for United States snips. X
into
the
purchase of Monticello,
support of the plan for placing the
foreigners who had no arms or am- death was lying before the dead man. i X
munition were not to be bothered and
same candidates for presidential elec X Jefferson's old home.
Sea Girt, N. J., July 17. Whether after the Democratic
congressmen
X
Conferees agreed to bill re- their property and possessions were
tors on both the Taft and Roosevelt
Woodrow Wilson will resign his office come to see him next Saturday.
X quiring monthly census
bureau X to be left intact. As to the Mormons
Colonel
Governor
Roosevelt
Wilson's
said
tickets,
list of what he
today
as governor of New Jersey or retain
X reports on the amount of spot X
although many of them are naturalit during his presidential campaign calls "debatable states" which formed that he would not recede from t8e X cotton on hand.
X ized Mexican citizens, it was decided
theme of his talk with Mr. Un- position he has taken in regard to a
the
will be known definitely
a
within
X
House.
X to avoid complications.
to X
short time, perhaps within a few days. derwood at Trenton yesterday Is by compromise giving recognition
Convened at noon.
X
A column of 500 rebels under Colno means complete. , The governor Taft claims in the primary states.
X
Passed bill to create a depart- - X
The governor said today he expect- said there were
onel Miguel Ganiboa has left Madera
The
states
whose
many
explained that he X ment of labor.
New York, July 17. Miss Ethel
ed soon to set at rest speculation on
It was sa id that a chloroformed
for Alamosa, and other towns. Anothpolitical status had not been taken up, had no objection to having the same X Considered
this point.
industrial
X er
relations
chorus
who
the
with
Conrad,
was bound over her
her
handkerchief
girl,
s
detachment of six hundred
among them being
Massachusetts, electors on both the Roosevelt and X commission bill.
X
The governor said he had been so which he regards as extremely debat- Taft
under Colonel Luis Fernandez chum, LHian Graham, was tried and mouth and her hands and feet were
as contemplated In the X
tickets
Secretary Wilson categorically X
tied with a rope. She told the hospi
pressed for time by his numerous able and Wisconsin.
plan, but objects X denied before agricultural com- - X already has entered the same part of acquitted of attempting to murder W. tal
callers that he thought be would have
authorities that after leaving a
the state. From federal sources In E D.
William F. McCombs, the new na- to any agreement under which Presi- X mittee
the
millionaire
Stokes,
hotel
Akin's X Sonora comes the information
to "steal away" to write his speech of
Representative
subway station last night she had
that
tional chairman, and other leaders dent Taft should receive the
X charges that his son was con- - X
acceptance.
Genera Sanjines,
the government man, is a patient today at a local hos- been followed by a man and that her
with whom he and the governor will
vote of the state in case a X nected with an
X commander, will be reinforced
irrigating
project
It has developed that Governor Wil-u- discuss the proposed personnel to ditoday pital, to which she was brought after mind "suddenly went blank."
greater number of votes should be X- because of the Secretary's In- - X
will defer his invitation to Gov- - rect the
The young woman refused to tell
by more troops from Agua Prleta, being found unconscious, according to
are expected here cast on election, day for the Taft tic- X fluence.
campaign
TWa
1l
x bringing bis forces up to nearly 1500 the police, in a vacant lot in the up-p- e her name until identified by Miss
rchn in vie It fSan rt4 .in tomorrow.
n'rr
ket than for the Roosevelt ticket.
men.
west side.
Grah'am.
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

LORD

DECIES

AWAITING

STILL

SMALL

THE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

h? Your Backache
and Rheumatism

RAILROADS

CONTROL SHIPS

etc (m$zw

WITH

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

NEW HEIR

ON

CANAL?

Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
Weakens your endurance.
LADY DECIES TO BE PAID ViSIT
Hampers you in your work.
BY
Besides that, it means somePROBthing wrong with your
STORK-SWAS
FORMERLY THIS IS HIGHLY IMPORTANT
kidneys; a weakness, an
LEM BEFORE CONGRESS
inflammation, a breaking
IN BILL
AND HER
GOULD
MISS VIVIEN
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
TO REGULATE TOLLS OF VESSELS
AWAIT OUTCOME WITH
FRIENDS
is the true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
THAT USE NEW PANAMA DITCH.
INTEREST
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
of your bladder, and drive
AMERICAN BOATS
out Backache and Rheumatism.
GOSSIP OF LITTLE
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
habit forming drugs. Try them,
WANT PREFERENCE No"or
OLD NEW YORK
sale by all druggists.
your strength.

Quality and Large Variety of

the

"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader

TEH

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

I

GE

G

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

GIVE

AND

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

The

STOCK

FOOD.

HE

New York, July 17. It was learned
today that Ixrd and Lady Decies expect their first visit from the stork in
September and that they are at their
home in London preparing for the
event, which is being awaited with
much interest by the former Miss Vivien Gould's friends in this city. Mr.
and Mrs. George J. Gould, the bride's
parents, sail next Saturday on the
Lusitania for England to be with their

daughter.

The Decies have planned to go to
their Irish estate as soon as the young
All kinds of flowers, tardea & field seeds io bulk and
packages mother and her baby can travel. It is
expected they will do a great deal of
entertaining. Lord Decies is now comFe
only exclusive grain house in
mander of the South Irish Horse, hav
ing succeeded the late Marquis of

Santa

Waterford.

Washington, D. C, July 17. Shall
shipping controlled more or less by
the railroads be excluded from the use
of the Panama canal and shall ships
engaged in the coastwise trade be
permitted to use the canal free oi
toll are problems shortly to be solved by the senate when the bill "providing for the opening, maintenance,
protection and operation of the Panama canal" is taken up for consideration by the upper branch of congress.
The house bill relating to the regulation of the Panama canal was amended in a number of important paron
ticulars by the senate committee
interoceanic canals, of which Senator
Rrandegee is chairman, but the bill,
which is on the ca'endar and is to
be made the unfinished business after the Sundry Civil bill is out of the
way, was submitted without a report
from the committee.
While amendments' were adopted by majority votes
in a number of instances, a majority
could not be found to stand for the
bill as amended and so its making is
entrusted to the senate, which will
probably debate the questions suggested at considerable length.
The biM as it passed the house
gives vessels engaged in the coastwise trade free passage through trw
canal and prohibits steamships which
are owned or controlled by railroads
from using the canal. The bill as it
came from the senate committee on

do
U

otherwise than support the bill as
passed the house."

FIRST FLAG IS
IN TATTERS
Brooklyn, X. Y., July 17 Mrs. Samuel Gaare of Brooklyn is the proud
possessor of a piece of what is believed to be the first recognized
American flag. This flag had stars
and 13 stripes, and first flew from the
main peak of the Bonhomme Richard
commanded by Captain
John Paul
Jones, who is often referred to as the
father of the United States navy. This
flag was given to Jones by the naval
committee of congress in February.
1776. It has come down through several generations until during the administration of President McKinley
it was deposited by him in the national museum at Washington.
The strip of the original flag which
Mrs. Gaare possesses, is but a fragment, but it is more precious than
It is just ordinary Enggold.
lish buntin, but the fact that it
was beyond doubt the first American
flag to be recognized by a foreign
Inowpr. and the first tn he rnisprl rtvpr
an American vessel, gives additional
value to the interesting relic.
Mrs.
Gaare has taken pains to secure the
memorial under glass accompanied
evidence of the
with documentary
most interesting and valuable charac-
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WE SOCK THE KNIFE INTO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
AT LITTLE

BUSINESS

PRICES

I

SOUR WAY

OF DOING BUSI-

NESS.
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT
GOING

TO BLOW OU.

WHAT THE

PEOPLE

OUR

BUSINESS

IS

SOON

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSI-

NESS.
Wood-Davi- s

Hardware Co.

. Phone 14
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Also, for the second time, the
bird is preparing to descend
upon the home of Lord Decies's sister, Mrs. "Tony"' Drexel, who was the
lovely Marjorie Gould. Mrs. George
J. Gould set She example for a large
Dawson Coal
Iola
family and is delighted with the prosSawed Wood
El Toro
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
:
:
pect of being a many-timgrandmamma.
Alfred G. Vanderbilt is still staying
on his houseboat, which is moored
near Henley on the Thames. Mrs.
Vanderbilt is not seeing many people,
but enjoying a quiet time on the river. She and her husband will reDelivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
turn to America at the end of the
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
month to await an event expected in
All Kinds of Building Materials.
September.
ter.
Before her marriage Mrs. Vander
Doors, Red
The first American flag was flying
interoceanic canals extends the probilt was Mrs. Margaret Emerson
fard 133 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
once the wife of Smith Hollins vision for free passage to American from the main peak of the Bonhomme
McKim. Her wedding with Mr. Van- ships in the foreign trade, provided Ridhard when she went into the fight
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
jderbilt took place December 17, 1911, the owners of such vessels agree that which resulted in the capture of the
1779.
at the little town of Reigate in Sur- they may be taken and used by the British frigate Serapis, Sept. 23,
Lieut. James Bayard Stafford jumped
rey.
government in time of war or
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
into the sea and rescued the flag. He
PRICE OF MILK GOES UP.
emergency, and allows
to secure it by nailing it
The wholesale price of milk jumpowned ships engaged in foreign attempted
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
s
ed up
of a cent a quart trade to also carry coastwise com- to the mast and was severely woundPolicies at Lowest Rates.
yesterday and the supply fell off 40 merce through the canal provided thht ed while doing so. At a later date the
was
of
Lieut.
Stafford
recogcent.
came
news
gallantry
That
the
is
that
PHONE 85 MAIN.
per
at least half of fheir cargo, in tonnized by congress when it presented
from a meeting of the milk exchange
nage, is destined to or sh'pped (rom the flag to him.
i
la.fcc
oriental or European ports.
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and OrAND RETAIL
tis iu uttuj pjuuiKis in ivianum tail Upon these provisions, as lively The flag with these stirring assochards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
and
mean
The
and
reminders
raise
ciations
of
the
Brooklyn.
may
days
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
senwhen the American republic was in
$20,000 a day more for milk to the and interesting a debate as the
Or. Phone No. ed 76
For Full Information Call,
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
people of Xew York. It i; reported ate has listened to in years may be leading strings, passed from Lieut.
that representatives of 44,000 dairy expected.
Stafford to the keeping of 'his daughSTEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
farms in New York, Xew Jersey, Con"In my opinion the Panama bill ter, Sarah Smith Stafford, and then to
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
necticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylva- should be amended in the senate to his brother Samuel Bayard Stafford,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
nia and Vermont said that if the farm- conform to the ho ise bill," said Sen- and then to the latter's wife. Mrs.
ers were not paid more for milk the ator George E. Chamberlain of Oregon Harriet P. R. Stafford of Cottage
supply would be shut off instantly.
City. Mass. It was given by Mrs.
today.
Stafford to President McKinley, and
POURED $50,000 WORTH OF BOOZE
"Coastwise vessels should he perthus found its way into the national
IN GUTTER.
ihe
to
without
use
canal
the
mitted
Thousands of persons saw wine, payment of tol!s, but this privilege museum.
Sarah Smith Stafford died in 1SS1
beer and cordials, valued at $50,000 should not be granted to steamships
and
among those who attended her
poured into the gutters yesterday by owned by railroads or by companies
funeral was Robert Gray, a resident
Successor to
agents of the state excise depart- the stock of which is owned in whole of the fourth
ward, of Brooklyn. His
ment.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
or in part by railroads.
maternal grandmother was a sister of
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHThe Morton punchbowl, a historic
"If railroad companies are permit- the wife of the gallant James Bayard
piece of rare Lowestoft
FIRST-CLAS- S
porcelain, ted to
ODS, Electricity plays a most impooperate steamers through the Stafford, Captain John Paul Jones's
which was given to the city of Xew
in coastwise traffic lieutenant.
York by Gov. Jacob Morton in 1S12, canal and engage
rtant part. The grandfather would
Gray was in possession of the fragwith independently-ownein competition
Also First-Clas- s
r
has just ended a
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
sojourn in
of
John
the
Paul Janes flag
be amazed at the radiance of the modsteamship companies, the re- jments
the governor's room of the city hall,
of years.
a
number
a
for
was
He
reducbe
that
will
sult
by
inevitably
and will be consigned now for safe
Phone Main 139
ern
310 San Fracisco St.
brother-in-lawhy all this light? To
of Mrs. Gaare its pres
keeping to a glass case in the Metro- ing rates below a remunerative basis ent owner, and it came into her pos
SANTA FE, N. M.
make the home more homelike to make
politan Museum of Art. The bowl is steamships owned by railroad com- session from him.
will
the
drive
independent
nearly six feet in circumference, panies
j
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Thus the precious relic has not
making it the largest perfect piece of companies out of business entirely been out of the family since Lieut.
for father, mother and children. Good light
the ware in existence.
Its interior and leave the railroad companies to Stafford was recognized by congress.
fix
at
rates
a
transcontinental
carries
of
bird's
view
figures
Xew
huge
eye
WOODY'S HACK
and its descent from one generation
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
York City in 1803, together with the that will not only compensate for car- to
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
another has been fully vouched for.
She
desired.
seals of
nation and state, the fri- riage but for losses sustained by their It is
Prom
frequently referred to by histoLa Salle
gate Constitution under full sail, and steamers.
is not, therefore, to be wonrians.
It
TAOS
BARRANCA
a presentment of a shipyard. Its in"This has been the history of trans dered at that it has been so carefully
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South scription reads:
portation on both the Atlantic and Pa- guarded and so highly prized.
"Drink
You
will preserve cific coasts, and railroad companies
deep.
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
the city and encourage canals."
New Mexicar want ads. arwayf
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of GETS ANOTHER ART TREASURE. have for years operated steamers at
a loss, driving
lines out bring results.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at
A Xew York art publication
an or business and independent
fixing arbitrary rates
Rooms for Pent 2Sc and 50c
Taos at 7 p. m.
nounces in today's issue that another
for interstate and all continental trafShort Orders at All Hours.
art
Ten miles shorter than any other European
treasure, Mantegna's fic.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
way. Good covered' hacks and good "Virgin and Child", has been trans-- j
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
"It is a part of the history of the
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams ferred from a continental gallery to an
PaPacific
coast
tencn Noodle Order TOc. a dlsn,
Southern
that
the
EXPRESS LINE.
furnished commero'al men to tike In American collection. The new owner
IS QUITE SO
cific company and other transcontiXew York Chop Suey EOo.
the surrounding tonns. Wire E'.nbudo of the picture is Benjamin Altman of
steamroads
nental
have
operated
va
this
and
the
naiil
nrire
irft.l
city,
Station.
as to touch the button and
Red 161.
000. Mr. Altman's art purchases in sllips on the Paclfic between Panama
is ready to cook your
the present vear are said to haveaniJ P0'" north, at heavy expense Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
reached a total of more than three iand yet have been able to recoup
iron ready to use, your toasted
million dollars. That includes
two thse losses by excessive rates by
Velasquez portraits, which he acquir- roil.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacued last March at a figure in the neigh"Not only has this been the history
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
f
borhood of
million
dollars on the Pacific coast, but it is the hisready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heateach.
tory of
transportation wherever a
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
TO EXHIBIT SCANDINAVIAN ART. navigable waterway is paralleled by
John A. Gade, president of the lines of rail. Whenever an independRooms With Bath,
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
to operate
Society, has ent company undertakes
day and n:ght Estimates and full inforcompleted arrangements for an exhibi- steamers on such waterways in commation cheeerfully given.
tion of Scandinavian art in Xew York petition with railways these latter
and other American cities the com companies install their own vessels,
ing winter. Almost every painter and reducing rates by water so as to drive
sculptor of note in Xorway, Sweden out all competition, thereby leaving
and Denmark has promised to send the railroads masters of the field and
works.
able to fix such rates as they may
JOINS WIFE IN DEATH.
is
see fit.
for
Hotel.
Alvah Gibbs, a retired stock broker.
"The Panama canal was built for all
committed
suicide
in
his palatial home
$3.00
If the government should
in Yonkers. He was found asphyxiat- the peop'e.
now undertake to levy a tax or toll
one of
ed in the bachroom, a large picture
priced rooms
on coastwise freight through the can4 Horse Power
of his wife in his hands. Tomorrow
New
you will be
he will be buried in a grave alongside al, it will be reversing the policy of a
PRICE,
$165.00
the body of his wife. Two weeks ago hundred years. There is no more
With
Proof Annex,
Magneto.
room
Imported
A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
she killed herself in the same room. reason for charging tolls on domestic
commerce
left
at
canal
the
the
than
factory.
through
She had been a chronic invalid fori
two years and the doctors had told there is to charge tolls to ships
through the Great Lakes, or to boats
her that there was no hope for
on the Ohio and Mississippi,
The
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
EDWIN POTTER, AUTHOR, DEAD. policy has always been to permit the
Thirty years' of experience in
Edwin A. Potter, anthor of "Across free use of the waterways of the
UPHOLSTERING.
tailoring in seme of the largest
the Rockies With the Soakums," and country in order that they may operother books, died at a hospital here ate as regu!ators of railways and any cities in Europe and America.;
104
other policy would be an unjustifiable
You cannot get up to date printing
You cannot get up to date printing today.
SANTA fE.N.M
SILENT AND RELIABLE.
Telephone 157 W.
MOON OVER LEFT SHOULDER A tax on the people.
LIGHT,
unless you have
material jnless you have
material
101
In the Baltimore
Fe.
Avenue.
"The
Democrats
PASH
HOODOO.
Santa
BROS.,Agts.,
Washington
and faculties. The New Mexlcun and facilities. The New Mexican
Mellick saw a new moon over convention practically endorsed
the
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Printing Company has both, and ai Printing Company hag both, and at hisHarry
left
hill
shoulder
In
as
so
house
All legal blank prepared according
that
it
Rooms elegantly furnished and bav
Monday.
Tuesday
body
passed
Phone Black 22J.
the same time expert mechanics. Tour the same time expert mechanics.
his house burned. Wednesday he had far as free tolls and railroad-owneto the Statute of New Mexico, new ins; all modern conveniences. Includ
orders are always assured personal at Your orders are always assured per a narrow
from drowning. ships are concerned, and I don't see
escape
Goods Called for and Delivered. State forta, for sale by the N'rj ing electric lleht. steam neat i.a
ftentiosu
sonal attention.
Thursday his new home caught fire. how the Democrats of the senate can
Mexican Printing Company.
baths, in the First National i
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Why Import Mineral Water ?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
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The Tailor

American-Scandinavia-

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

This

a Denver
something new
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and
these moderate
day. Try
with bath, and
pleased.
with batb.
every

NOTHING

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

per

Fire

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO. I

Pope Motor Cycle

J.F. RHOADS
Step Ladders,

Screens and
Screen Doors
Galisteo Street
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PROFESSIONAL CARD

Tiie Oldest Blood Disease

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

NATIONAL TRAILS

The most ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered
SOCIETY HAS
with Contagious Blood Poison. The disease has come down through all
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
the ages and is
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon huAttorney and Counselor at Law.
manity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as in its
looms
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, whereGOOD LUCK
CaptUI Oity Bank Building,
as, it was once considered an incurable infection. S. S. S. is an antidote
Santa Fe, New Mexico
for the virus of Contagious Blood Toison, and cures
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
it in all its forms and stages. S. S. S. possessing
Judicial District.
both purifying and tonic properties routs out all the IT NOW HAS MEMBERSHIP QF COUPLE OF
poison, and at the same time builds up the general
PERSONS
HUNDRED THOUSAND
AND
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
health. A person who has been cured of ContaAttorneys-at-LavS.
Blood
use
of
Poison
S.
S.
need
not
the
EXPECTS TO REACH QUARTER OF MILgious
by
Practice in the District Court as
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time.
LION MARK BEFORE THIS WINTER.
Court
before
ul
the
Supreme
well as
This great medicine checks the progress of the
the State.
poison and gradually but surely all sores and erupNew Mexico
tions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat pass away,
Las Cruces, the hair stops falling out, copper-colore- d
splotches OCEAN TO OCEAN
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease
G. W. PRICHARD,
is left. Ilome Treatment book and any medical advice free.
HIGHWAY ITS OBJECT
Attorney and Counsella.- at Law.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casei
Kansas City, Mo., July 17 The Nabefore the State Supreme Court.
tional Old Trails Koad Association reOffice: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M
ports fine progress, through its presito-da-

17-1- 8

PACE THREE

GOSSIP FROM
OUER THE SEA
Paris, July

17.

Mine. Kdouard

An-

dre lias given to the Institute of
France two estates and two museums, one in Paris and the other
the Chateau of Cliaalis, as we'l as a

capital sum of $.1.iiimi,(iuo for the encouragement of art in France. The
magnificent colleen ions in the Boulevard Haussmau and in the Chateau of
Chaalis are lo be maintained in;;ut.
Apart from the mere significance of
the legacy, however, there is a great
interest attaching to the Chauteau of
Chaalis. and the splendid historical
estate that has fallen to the French
nation. Few even of the French people, have ever heard the name. Yet
it forms the scene of one of the most
widely known of all the famous tales
of
that of the Sleeping
Beauty ''La Belle an Hois Doniianu"
Chaalis is the authentic resting phio-0'- '
the princess, the shining jewel
dent, Judge J. M. Lowe of Kansas
all the fantastic country that
of
now
memThe
a
has
association
City.
readers know, reached from
bership of more than two hundred
thousand and expects to increase it Chantilly by way of
the forest of Ermenonviile,
to
million before congress
Of the civil war issue of compound Convenes next
Washington, D. C, July 17. The
a and the cobbleroad of Avesnes. Here,
when
December,
to united effort will be made to
misfortunes and the neglect of some interest notes, which amounted
of the old
procure too, were the domains
persons yield large profits to the Unit- nearly 267 million dollars, there stil! an appropriation
"Dun.ue de Bourbon," in the famous
for the
remains
ed States government.
In the last
outstanding approximately
folk song, "La Tour Prends Garde! "
highway.
Col. Dell M. Potter of Clifton, Ariz., There can he no doubt that for its
monthly statement' of the public debt $160,01)0, and of this issue only $70
is an item, "Debt on which interest came to the treasury last year. Ol national organizer of the association,
charming scenery and fantastic fairy
the issue of seven-thirthas ceased since maturity,
notes run- accompanied by Bert C. Smith of the associations
there is no fitter place
This sum represents bonds ning from ISCl to ISO.", which totaled Los Angeles Times, has nearly com- for a new French
museum than Chaawhich have become due but have not about 970 million dollars, there is pleted a motor trip from l.os Angeles
lis.
still
been presented to the treasury for the
outstanding $130,000, and onlv to New York in the interests of the GOOD ROADS FOR
AFGHANISTAN.
payment. They have been destroyed $'00 in these notes were redeemed highway movement. Judge Lowe JoinThe Emir of Afghanistan has "oror lost, or are held by careless or last year.
ed the party at Kansas City and went dered"
the constriction of a complete
indifferent owners. The government,
Of the
demand note issue as far as Wheeling, W. Va. He has
of course, is ready to redeem these oi 60 million dollars a total of $.13, 000 just returned, and is more enthusias- macadam road system for his kingdom, so as to permit of his use of the
bonds any time they are presented, is still unaccounted for and none of tic than ever over the prospects
of
motor cars which he bought a
but while they remain out, the treas- this issue has recently been present- the association.
The road system will
ago.
ury is saving about $:!j,000 a year in ed for redemption.
"We found a universal sentiment
cover the entire country and will aginterest.
Some of these bonds date
During tile issue of the Spanish all along the line of the old trails
gregate over u (inn miles; two of the
back before the war. The latest of war loan in June and
July, lS'.tS, about road through Missouri, Illinois, Iudi- more
matured government bonds ceased to 235,000
in
important highways being soo
ana
and
Ohio
favor
of
relinililm
government checks were sent
bear interest and became payable July to subscribers for small amounts of the old historic highways, either with!alltl 4" ,m,es in length, respective!
At the
2, 1907.
time there is barely
Of these over $S00,000 are these bonds, whuih
represented the in- or without national aid," said Judge ten milespresent
still outstanding.
of road in Afghanistan suitterest due from the date of its re- Lowe yesterday.
"But as congress appropriates pub- able for automobile travel,
All currency that is lost or destroy- ceipt until August 1, the date of the
The proed constitutes a gain for the govern- bonds, and over ten thousand of these lic revenues to all sorts of purposes, ject will involve the construction of
ment, unless the owners are able by checks have never been presented for and among these, 411 million dollars roads blasted along the sides of preduring the last twenty years. 10 mil- cipitous mountains, miles
of which
satisfactory evidence, to prove the de- payment.
struction of currency and thereby obit is assumed that as nearly nil of lion in Kill, 33 million in the river will be literally "in the clouds" the
tain new issues.
the checks were for small amounts, and harbor bill now pending, without plateau over which tiie roads lead bea word or line in t'he constitution au- ing the highest in the world,
A week rarely or never passes with- some of them for
reaching
only a few cents,
out the treasury department receiv- they also have been kept as souve- thorizing such expenditure, the people 20,Oim) feet, while some of its peaks
at
are,
last, fully determined
that have an altitude of 2.j,'i0ii and 29.000
ing for redemption a number of pack- nirs.
some portion of the revenues shall be feet.
ages containing money that has been
Many people who received govern- applied under the express
provision
ROYAL AGE OF MAJORITY.
partly destroyed by fire or other caus- ment checks in payment of interest on
es, and in all cases where the bills live bonds seem to he very careless of the constitution to building the
Eighteen has always been considernational
of
the
And
highways
country.
can be satisfactorily identilied
new or not in need of funds, as a
ed the royal age of majority for royal
large
money is issued therefor; but fre- number of these checks never have especially are they determined on this personages, both in England and on
policy as they have found that every t he
quently only a portion of the bill re- been presented for payment.
continent.
One harbor front in the United
Thus, Queen Victoria
States, ex- was but a few
mains and in that event if three-fifthalone
to
known
weeks over IS when
in
his
is
have
party
the
one
conat
New
cept
is
Orleans,
of the note can be identified the
she succeeded, to the throne of her
possession an aggregate of many trolled or owned by the railroads.
full face value is returned to the thousands of dollars
William IV, and the fact that
by
represented
"In other words, they believe that unc!e,
owner, but if less than three-filththese checks and, although frequently some
she had passed her Isth birthday was
of
can be identified only
f
the
of the
portion
people's money
them for payimportuned to
should be invested in the people's regarded by the government of the
value is returned. These losses by ment, he has so present
far neglected to do so.
day and the principal law officers of
fire aggregate each year a very large
highways.
An investigation recently made by
the crown as rendering unnecessary
"We found the stone culverts and
sum; but what has become of the milthe secretary of the treasury discloses mile
There can, therefore,
any regency.
lions of dollars of which there is
the fact that many national banks are road stones all along the Cumberland be no doubt at all as to the fact that
no trace is an unsolved
from Yandalia, east, built by the
problem. holders of these
checks, and the treasthe Prince of Wales attains his legal
Treasury officials speak of the great
now has the names of over one government nearly a hundred years majority on the 2:!rd of June.
ury
fires that in years past have swept
in splendid
ago,
The
preservation.
hundred national banks who (have road itself
Queen Wilhelmina of Holland teris in fairly good condition
Chicago, San Francisco, Baltimore and
other cities and estimate many mil- thus far neglected to present them pcross Indiana and Ohio. They are minated her minority and assumed the
for payment.
lions must have been lost in these
fine roads around Co- - reins of government on her eighteenThis failure on the part of any such building some
In Ohio they are to vote on th birthday, and last week the young
great conflagrations.
llumbus.
check holders to present them has a
likeuO million dollar bond
FREE USE OF 33 MILLION DOLproposition Grand Duchess of Luxemburg
caused the secretary to issue an order
wise attained her majority tit the same
LARS.
to the effect that when such interest September 0. They confidently expect
to carry it.
On July 1 more than 33 million dol- checks
age and took over the administration
remain, unpaid for more than
of her territories from her mother,
lars in national bank notes were out- three full fiscal
left
''I
the
car
at
organization
years the holder will
standing "secured by lawful money," be required to prove his right to them. Wheeling, 'having been with it for two who had until then acted as regent.
which means that the hanks issuing In
The regency of the Duchy of
addition, it is probable that new weeks, ai d averaging three or four
these notes have deposited money in checks will have to be issued cover- open air meetings each day, I was
came to an end when
the treasury for their redemption and
pretty tired. We found the people the present Duke, an English Prince
ing the amounts of the old.
retirement. The government has the
"Greenbacks'' or United States everywhere more interested in the by birth, became IS, and the venerfree use of all this money. Whenever notes now
outstanding amount to road question than in politics, or any able Emperor Francis Joseph of
any of the bank notes thus secured ,$346,681,016, according to the govern-- I other question.
And the people east
was just IS and two
come into the treasury they are can- ment
books, but doubtless some mil-- j are more alive to the danger of a months, when his uncle, FeiJinand I,
celled and the "lawful money" is put lions of them have been lost or de-- j rival
road, called abdicated in his favor at Olmutz. Alin circulation in place of them. Many
stroyed in the fifty years
during the northern route, which is being ac- bert of Belgium's majority was proof these bank notes remain in circula- which
they have been in circulation. tively promoted by way of Toledo, claimed when he attained his isth
tion for years after the bank which Whenever
any old or mutilated bills Chicago, Des Moines, Omaha, etc.. year, and the only country in Europe
issued them has ceased to do busi- are sent to the
treasury, new ones are than our people seem to be.
where any difference from the almost
ness. Whenever such notes are lost issued in
"A national
high- universal rule occurred is
place of tihem and thus a
Spain, when
or destroyed, the government gets the
or
is
way,
and
highways,
inevitable,
or
renewal is constantly going
process
Alfonso XIII, a posthumous son of
benefit.
the
we
should
face
is:
Shall
question
on, but there is no means of knowing
Alfonso XII, ceased to be a minor
Recently the National City bank of how many have been lost or destroy- the old trails road through Kansas and brought to a close the
regency
New York published some interesting ed.
City be the first to get its place on
of his mother, Queen Maria Cristina,
information on the disappearance of GREAT PROFIT IN MONEY MANU- the map?
on his Kith birthday.
government bonds and currency.
"By united effort we can win, hut
FACTURE.
IS THIS 15 MILLION DOLLARS
The government makes a profit of by waiting we can, and will lose. We
PROF. WAGNER CHOSEN.
men
LOST?
more than 100 per cent on all the frac- are' promised by the business
Professor J. H. Vaguer of the Las
the
an
route
of
along
organization
Early in the civil war the United tional silver put in circulation. The
Cruces public schools, was yesterday
million before congress
States issued over 400 million dollars silver bullion costs less than half the
afternoon selected by the school board
meets
a
little effort I
again. With
of legal tender notes which were used face value of the coins. About 170
am sure we can effect such an organi- of this city as superintendent of the
in payment of all government obliga- million dollars in silver
Santa Ke schools.
tions, including the pay of the armies quarters and dimes are in existence zation and thus restore the old naThe members of the board are to be
tional
to
it
held
the
for
pike
place
in the field. At this time there are according to the books of the treas-- j
congratulated upon this appointment,
more
a
than
a
of
quarter
century."
still outstanding over 3 million dollars ury. An arbitrary reduction of
as are also the people of this city
of tlhese notes in the denominations
was made three years ago in
who are interested in our schools as
of $1 and $2 alone, which are never the government's account of subsiHOTEL
every individual one should be. We
ARRIVALS.
heard from except now and then a diary silver coins in circulation.
'trust that after the professor has been
No silver dollars have l;een coined
stray bill or two is presented for re
in charge here for a time, that he
PALACE.
It is a fair assumption since 1904. About 72 million silver
demption.
J. S. Templin, City.
will also congratulate himself that
that a large percentage of the whole dollars are in circulation and about
Jno. K. Stauffer, City.
he came.
3 million dollars has been accidental- 467 millions are piled up in the treasDr. and Mrs. Small, City.
Prof. Wagner lias been one of tflie
ly destroyed and this is undoubtedly ury and represented in circulation by
most successful
Frank Crandall, City.
educators In the
proportionately true of all the old is- silver certificates.
Thomas Espe, City.
state, and his work at the summer insues.
Jno. T. Erickson, Cerro, X. M.
Altogether there is about 2,598 milstitutes has been of such a character
Soon after the war began the gov lions of paper currency in circulation,
J. W. Brown, Hillsboro.
that he has been sought after in the
ernment issued from time to time an including 1,040 millions of gold certifiW. L. Osborn, Rochester.
various counties, receiving more re
aggregate of nearly 369 million dollars cates, 481 millions of silver certifiAlbert Alvin, Jr., Chicago.
quests than he could possibly fill. He!
in fractional paper money and some cates, 346 millions of United
States Miles McBroan, Lumberton, N. M.
conies to Santa Fe with a splendid
bank
thing over 15 million dollars is still notes, 728 millions of national
record of successful work behind him
EUROPEAN.
as notes and 8 millions of treasury notes
carried in the treasury accounts
C. D. McClintock, Gallup.
and will enter upon his work here
outstanding, although only a few hun of 1890. Whenever any of this vast
W. R. Wilson, Durango.
with the same enthusiasm and ability '
dred dollars are presented each year sum of currency is lost or destroyed
B. C. Moore, EI Paso.
which he displayed in the position he
for redemption.
Large sums of this the government is the gainer, beMONTEZUMA.
is just leaving.
Professor Wagner
issue are no doubt held by collectors cause there is that much less to be
O. A. Matson, Albuquerque.
will find a cordial greeting awaiting
as souvenirs.
redeemed ultimately.
H. T. Mabry, Datil.
him here.
Miss Edith Mabry, Datil.
P. L. Schnabel, Albuquerque.
THEY TICKLED THE
C. E. Forbes and wife, Amarillo.
WRONG GIRL.
Robert Fallanshee, Denver.
"
with
troubled
nerves"
Makes a great difference in most women. They are
W. C. McDonald, and wife, City.
St. Louis, July 17. A pan!;-- occurthey suffer from backache, headache, sleeplessness, a sensation of irritability or
G. T. Gibbons, Denver.
red on a crowded Creve Coeur Lake
of
female
weakness.
other
hot
or
flashes, dizzy spells,
symptoms
many
twitching,
B. E. Lockyer, Wichita.
car and several women became hysThe local disorder and inflammation should be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotion
E. G. Abraiham, Denver.
Tablets and the irregularity and weakness of the female system corrected and
terical when fiayland
Bartholomew,
H. A. Iarson, Denver.
22 years old, stabbed two men, who he
strengthened with Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. The strain upon the young
woman or the woman of middle age upon the nerve and blood forming structures
H. W. Hoeneke, Wichita.
charges tickled a girl who was in his
may be too great tor her strength. This is the time to take tiiis restorative tonio
Halley, Denver.
company.
end strength-givin- g
nervine and regulator. For over forty years sold by druggists
William Gerber was cut severely
CORONAOO.
or woman's necul'" weaknesses and distressing ailments. The one remedy so perfect
Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque.
and his brother, Arthur, was injured
. vw'An composition and so good in curative effects as to warrant
,.,'
Homer Spears, Stanley.
in the fight. The three men were arin makers m printing its every ingredient on its outside
its pper. The one remedy which absolutely contains neither
rested.
Fred L. Tracy, Rome.
g
l
nor injurious or
drugs.
C. A. Shepherd, Iamy.
Bartholomew was greatly amusing
Following letter selected at random from a large number
a young woman who was wit;h him by
P. R. Wither, Phoenix.
of similar ones and cited merely to illustrate these remarks :
tickling her knees. The Gerbers did
" In the winter of 1908, I became srreotly run down and Irrotrular."
not know Bartholomew, but they deBROKE HER ARM.
writes Mrs. Henrv Scott, of Swan Creek, Mich., Route 1, Box 49. ' I
slowly but surely grew worse, and, nt last, resolved to apply to the docMrs. Adolf Beutler, at Lama, this cided to help him.
tors for help. The doctor said I had inflammation, enlargement and lacerThey tickled the young woman, but
ation. I was In bed eleven weeks and got no better. The doctor said I side of Questa, had a bad accident
would have to have an oieration, but to that 1 would not listen. My husTuesday evening. While helpina it did not tickle Bartholomew, who
band purchased two bottles of L'r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. When
started to take this remedy 1 could not want across uie noor, out alter her 'husband In the hay field she fell immediately advised thera to "cut It
bad taken three bottles I could feel myself gaining, so I dropped the from a load of
hay and broke her out." The Gerbers, who were accomdoctor and took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Only for it I think
would have been dead- -I really believe it saved my life. I feel better arm.. Dr. Allison was called and set panied by their two sisters resented
now than in twenty years."
Mbs. Scott.
Bartholomew's remarks.
It Tao Valley News.
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C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

MOULTON,
.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

GOVERNMENT GETS MILLIONS
THAT COST NATION NOTHING

.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.

war-tim-

e

s

McKEAN & GrIEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and B
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

-

sew Mexico.
H. L. ORTIZ,

and Counsel

Attorney

Practicing before all the Courts
the State.
Santa Fe,

-

-

-

-

In

New Mexico

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVk.

TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
inent in 25 leading newspapers' Sut-IaDeissue, for $12 per insertion.
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.

s

s

--

DR. W.

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red H.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G SMALL M n
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J. A. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P. M.

1

FOR SALIC A lot or second nana
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaft- jiug; one 12 horse power and one Ti
horse power Leffel Engine, .lrst cia
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable or carrying
75 pounds of sten.n, pas
upon by"
Boiler Inspector;
radiators, Bteata
piping and valves; a .V) gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If irUfvste.l address the New Jlevicti. Printing Company, Santa Fe, Ne.T Mexico.

Uubh er Stamps.

i

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJWHMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS AAORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

y

$1,700,-130.26.- "

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,

United States coins.
lie thought of the ourtalo suggests the Indian, and for that reason,
an artistic head of a red man will
adorn t lie reverse of the new piece of
money.

Pen-unit- ,

ocean-to-ocea-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Attorneys-at-Law-

NEW FACE ON COIN.
Washington, July 17. The executive
orde r which will completely change
the design of the United States
piece probably will be issued
by
President Tal't within a few weeks.
J. W. Fiazer, the New Y'ork artist
who is working out the design conferred with Secretary MacVeagh and
George K. Roberts,, Director of the
mint, today regarding the details of
the new coin which will be completed
shortly for submission to the Preside nt for approval.
The figure of a buffalo has been selected
for tiie nicel's face lo displace the (ioddess o ('Liberty because,
it is explained, the buffalo is peculiarThe Godly an American animal.
dess of Liberty is on several other

one-hal-

PRICE LIST,
inches long
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
e
and not over 3
inches long.. 20c
Sta.np, over 2
Each additions! line on stamp
isc
e
and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
e
IfJc
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge for one line for each
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

One-lin-

-2

One-lin-

-2

-2

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha- lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for
Inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
inch
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aitd Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector

sc

-2

50c
35c
25c

-3

-4

-8

SELF-IN1

15

3-- 4,

2
4

35
1- -4

K

cts;
cts;

j

1J0
q

j j--

INGI STAMP PADS.
2x3
25 cts ; 2
x3
25 cts ;
x 6, 60 cts ;
3
4
7 2, 75 cts ;
colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
3-- 4,

-4

1- -2

-8

cts. AH
FOR TYPE SPFClMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85

NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING CO.

SANTA FE, NKW MLXJCO.

Just a Moment, Sir !
CORNDODGER

Austria--

LAST

Hungary

j

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department or the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 10, 1912
Notice is hereby given that Julian

Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June 8, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 11588, for lots 7 and 8 and
south half of southeast quarter, section 6, township 13 north, range !'
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
ebove described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the IStn
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

j

l'

one-quart-

j

,

WE WANT TO TALK

Summer Shoes
FOR ONE SHORT MOMENT

!

Are you ready for yours?
Are you going to come right here, where

the best of MEN'S SHOES are to be
found? If you wish to invest

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00

$5.00

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.
July 3, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
4
SW1-4- ,
SE
S
NW
and W
SW
Section 23, Township 21
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
has
filed notice of intention to make final
live year proof, to establish claim, to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N-- M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,
1--

2

2

Register.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request
Our Btvles and forms are strtr.tir nn
w
w

to

oat.

the best Shoes for the mone

aw t

you here!

,

BUTTON. LACE or BLUCHERS
BRIGHT or DULL LEATHERS

SHOE COMFORT, DURABILITY

;

Bira-bo-

Shoe

habit-formin-

lat

Where

uality
Meets
Price

Smartness to the Limit. Have you seen the NEW
OXFORDS? They're Beauties.

ehn ffflueger

See

Our
Window
Display

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

he would not be a candidate for
governor under the present conditions
in the state, Gov. Osborn addressed
the veterans of the ninth Michigan
infantry at the opening of their forty-- j
fourth annual reunion in this city this
members of the
afternoon. Xinety-cnlegiment, from all parts of the state,
were present. Gov. Osborn was acstill companied to this city by Major Roy

that

ening with a slight cold wind. Other
winners in championship fight were:
K. S. Armstrong, Los Angeles;
F.Hale
Shokie; F. M. P. Taylor. Colorado
Springs; P. H. Hyde, Wichita; L. J.
Hopkins, Shokie; J. Dewitt, Colorado
Springs; H. G. Legg, Minneapolis:
M. A. McLaughlin,
Colorado Golf
Ciub; Charles Evans, Jr., Edgewater;
D. E. Sawyer, Wheaton; K. P. EdXeville, Clare-monwards, Midlothian;- P. A. Talbot, Jefferson Citf.

J

e

pounds at

o'clock.' Yoakum is
drinking buttermilk and C Vandercook and Rev. Mr. William
eating corn bread, on his aunt's ranch. son, pastor of the First CongregationThat the Dallas Iron Man will be in al church of Lansing.
the best shape of his career when he
Are You a Seller7 An advertise
into the ring to face Knight is
ment in the classified columns of the
steps
be
in purses will
Xew York, July 17. A national
offered, divided a
New Mexican will put your real esforegone conclusion. The battle beJng tournament to decide the chain- - as follows:
these two lightweights will be
tween
tate on the market effectively. It will
Bantam
$.",,000:
feather
weight
AMERICAN.
a scrap to the finish and no mistake.
pionsh.psm all the vanous classes w
put the facts of your property before
h
20(000.
weignt
Hght
At Philadelphia (1st game) R. H;
man has ever been knocked
to be held in Nework next winter on, ,dd,
J
the eyes of all possible titivers.
,
, ht ?1Q 00Q
h Xeither
fl
3
r
,.1,5
a
before attempted.
off his feet in his life.
Knight has Philadelphia
'$50000
.13 19 1
...
It will not pay you to waste your
The scheme has the backing of a
x'he titIe hoider8 Jn these different a terrible reputation for
knocking Detroit
and tiem writing out your legal form
Batteries:
Plank,
Barry
a
men
out
in
first
with
round
the
of
of
the
wealthy patrons
syndicate
casses ar Coulon, Kilbane, Wolgast,
Egan, Lapp, Dubuc and Kercfoer.
when you can get them already print
sport.
Gibbons and Johnson. The question swift punch to the jaw. There is litR. H. E. ed at the New Mexican
At Boston (1st game)
Printing
"Soakem
that
tle
however,
! of
fear,
announce-oppon-mento
suitable
most
the
3
preliminary
According
0 7
selecting
Boston ...
Company.
1
the battles all are to be to a ents for the men will be put into the Yoakum" will get caught with that Thinner!
fi
2
kind of a maneuver.
Director Levy
finish and one Iumdred thousand dol-- hands of a jury of sporting editors.
Batteries: O'Brien and Carrigan;
of the X. M. A. C. is considerably en- Walsh and Kuihn.
of his success
in
true. So far as the people of Xew thused because
At Washington (1st game) R. H. E.
Mexico are concerned, they are just matching Knight and Yoakum and be- Washington
WOLGAST UNWILLING
7 1
. .1
as red blooded when it comes to sport lieves it will be a great card for local St. Louis
0 4 0
As a preliminary to the
as any people in the world. We have fight fans.
Batteries: Hughes and Ainsmith;
TO SIGN UP had our experience with
main event the Congo Kid will meet Allison and Stephens.
and 'Blackey Daws.' Young Jeffries of San Francisco. The
Wallingfords'
R. H. E.
At Xew York
1 7 2
Personally I favored a limited round wise ones say that the Congo Kid Xew York ..'
5 11 1
boxing contest law in the new state, will meet his match in the boy from Cleveland
17.
Los Angeles. Cal., July
The but if criticisms of our state officials, the Golden Gate, who is already in
and
Batteries: Gregg, Baskette
prospect for a second meeting be- and I mean Captain Fred Fornoff, are training lor the bout.
O'Xeill; McConnell and Sweeney.
tween champion Ad Wolgast and Joe to be the outcome of championship fin
BIG SENATORS.
Rivers, on Labor Day, for the light- ish fights pulled off in the interest of
The one big feature of the year has
NATIONAL.
R. H. E.
weight title, is not bright, according 'near fighters,' promoters with both been the flashy stand Griff and his
At Pittsburg.
.'
2 7 i
to Manager Tom McCarey, of the eyes on the gate receipts, I am in fav- clan are making for Washington a Pittsburg
tihe game entirely. city without first division
or of stopping
tradition. Xew York
Vernon Club.
10,13 3
Batteries: Camnitz, Adams and Gib"Wolgast does not seem willing to There is no doubt but that Johnson Buried in seventh place through an
during the first average of eleven seasons and jeered son; Mathewson and Meyers.
sign articles," said McCarey today. held and hit ofFlynncontest.
This was as another fizzle, this club has althe
5 12 3
At Chicago.
"Rivers has always been willing to three rounds
to
the
at
0
everybody
6 S
ring ready furnished one of the greatest of Philadelphia
apparent
it
At present
sign up and is now.
Batteries: Cheney and Archer;
looks like it would be much later than side, and must have been noticed by the game's surprises. There has been
Referee Ed Smith.
It is very poor nothing like it in baseball, and you Moore and Killifer.
Labor day before the boys meet."
taste to criticise Captain Fornoff. He can delve back to the day when Cy
would
announced
he
today
Wolgast
should have stopped the
fight ) Young was hat boy for the Roli Hor
WESTERN.
go to Oregon for a few weeks huntthree rounds earlier than he did. Both nets.
Cincinnati-BostoCincinnati.
At
ing and then go to his home in Cadil- men
fouled, Johnson first. It was not
The Senators have caught the vital game
lac, Michigan
postponed on account of rain.
a fight.
spark, Griff has pumped the old
Double header tomorrow.
The people of Xew Mexico are perinto their throbbing bosoms and
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
WINNER TO MEET KILBANE.
in this explains the mystic problem
7 12 2
New York, July 17. The winner of fectly willing to lose their dollars
Denver
a
we
are
of
worth
Johnson
even
an
but
of
above
the
this kind,
exiierience
2 11 2
the bout between Young Shugrue and
Sioux City
"sure-thinof
a
with
gamblers, and a Groom by the adding
and Spahr;
Schreber
Batteries:
Young Duffey, Monday evening, will through
Moeller or a Gandil.
be matched with Johnny Kilbane, the prize fight promoters and
Brown White and Oren- whether black or white."
The vital spark is the one secret of Campbell,
dorff.
featherweight champion, by the Gar- champions,
That is a splendid tribute to Fornoff a pennant fight. Let it fade out and
den A. C. Kilbane has already sign(Game advanced on account Fire
r.nd one he probably
deserves by the argument is over. The Senators
ed a contract for the bout, according
Tournament.
men's
I
those who know him. However,
'have shown consistent ability and,
to Matchmaker Billy Gibson.
Che captain above all, the heart to rally after los- time
the
at
that
insist
FREDDIE WELSH.
man was ing ground and again to rush the line
San Francisco, July 17. While the stopped the fight neither
hurt in the slightest degree. That which hurled them back. They have
in
the
cast
has
world
eyes
sporting
Referee Smith was perfectly able to made history and deserve the highest
direction of a return match between
NATIONAL.
handle
the situation and that the but- praise which the sportive flock may
local
Ad Wolgast and Joe Rivers,
at Chicago, clear,
Philadelphia
official was eith- have to give.
in
of
state's
the
ting
fight followers are watching quota- er a desire to
p. m.
or
A PITCHER.
into
the
SIGN
REDS
get
pictures
tions on Willie Ritchie, the San Fran- an
Brooklyn at St. Louis, cloudy 3:13
inexperience in regard to boxing
Cincinnati, July 17. The Cincinnati
draw with
cisco boy, whose
contests over which 'he had no control. Xational League Club has secured p. ni.
and
in
Los
Welsh
Freddie
Angeles
Boston at Cincinnati, clear, 3 p. m.
CAN
encounter with In Xew York, San Francisco or Phila Pitdher Hirsch from the Meridian team
sensational
Xew York at Pittsburg, clear, 3:30
and
two
have
and
he
where
of
Cotton
States
the
delphia,
League,
they
Wolgast here and victory over Joe three fights each
m.
night at their clubs will report for duty tomorrow. Hirsch p.
Mandot in Xew Orleans have made
1 7 3
no police chief or captain would think has a record of twelve straight games St. Louis
him a serious contender in the strug7 13
0
Brooklyn
of
the
under
the
won
in
the minors,
ring
jumping into
gle to wrest the championship from same conditions that
Battries: Sallee, Dale and Bresna- Las
at
LAVENDER.
JIMMY
prevailed
matchof
the Cadillac fighter. Offers
the referee called upon
Jimmy Lavender, the pitcher who han; Rucker and Miller.
es come in every mail, but he will not Vegas, unless
them to do so. In tihose cities they stopped Rube
Marquard's winning
make any engagement until he has
AMERICAN.
to the judgment of streak at 19 straight games, was
conferred with Tom Jones, manager trust such matters
Cleveland at Xew York, cloudy
official that is rendering the deci- - wished onto the Cubs.
of Wolgast, about a match here Sep- the
sion and stationed within the ropes
The Cubs drafted Lavender from P. ni.
tember 9.
with the fighters.
Providence last fall. He didn't look
Chicago at Boston, two games, clear
Xew Orleans managers have offered
2 and 4 p. m.
Personally, we think Captain Fornoff good to Manager Chance last spring
him a date for ten rounds with Pal
Detroit at Philadelphia, two games,
but it will take more and President Murphy sold him to
Moore, the winner to figiht Mandot ja splendid fellow, trom
clear, 1:30 and 3:30 p. m.
me
otuiubwuh
uauunai
to
Munueai.
nis
a
lines
few
irienas
than
and he has been asked to fight Dick
St. Louis at Washington, two games
explain fco me how it came to pass that ruled that if Lavender returned to
Hyland at Tacoma labor day.
him had tickets the International League he would cloudy, 2 and 4 p. ni.
Al Kaufman and Oharlie Miller, who all the officers under
At Boston (2nd game)
R. H. E
have to go back to Providence.
are to meet again July 31 before Eddie on Johnson to win isin the XIXTH
7 14
to show better form Boston
Lavender
incian
began
it
ROUXD.
merely
Perhaps
divide
Graney's Club, have agreed to
3 5
was on, and Chicago
while the squabble
however.
dent,
their half of the gate receipts, 63 per
to keep him.
Wood and Cady; Peters
Batteries:
decided
Chance
KNIGHT TO FIGHT YOAKUM.
cent to the winner and 33 per cent to
Lavender is a little fellow. His and Block.
Albuquerque, X. M., July 17. Directhe loser.
R. H. E.
Second Game:
forte is the spitball. He is tied with
Mexico
Xew
the
of
tor
Mark
Levy
FLOTO AND FORNOFF.
6 10 2,
Lew Richie as the most dependable Washington
telea
received
Athletic club today
7 9
St. Louis
Evidently tne reference made about gram from Tom Naylor, who is in Cub pitcher.
Batteries: Brown, Zachart, Adams
Captain Fornoff regarding his action Kansas
BETTER WITH AGE.
City, saying that all arrange
in stopping the
fight
and Krichell; Vaughn, Pelty and WilA man in baseball
rapidly.
ages
for
the
have
been
ments
completed
does not meet with the approval of
Phil Five years before the public usually liams.
battle between
some admirers of the chief of the twenty-roun(Ten Innings.)
age him about ten or twelve in the
town
and
of
that
Stanley
Knight
As
mounted police of Xew Mexico.
Secon Game:
public mind. Tom Hughes of the
At
of
Yoakum
Knight's
Albuquerque.
we are always ready to give both
illus- Philadelphia
5 10 0
30 Washington Americans gives an
Bides'of the story, I publish a letter request the date was made July
of this.
4 14 2
Whenever
tration
Deroit
Hughes
The
Kansas City
received by me this morning from instead of July 25.
some one is sure to ask if
Thoand
Plank
pitches
Batteries:
Bender,
one of Xew Mexico's prominent attor- boy wishes to spend at least ten days that is the same old Hughes who used
mas, Lapp; Lake and Stanage,
into
to
order
in
in
altitude
this
get
neys. He writes:
to pitch for Chicago, Boston and Xew
"I see by Mr. Floto's statement in the best possible shape. Jack Hanley, York and when that identification is
P H.. E.
the Post today that everything he says manager for Yoakum, today agreed accepted the remark is made that
135
in
at
to
to
is
weigh
at
Las
the
Knight
permit
Vegas
fight
regarding
Hughes must be over forty years old.
ASSOCIATION.
But Hughes Is not quite thirty-thre- e
p
Toledo
at
Milwaukee, clear 3 p. m.
years old. He started his major
Columbus
Kansas
at
City, clear,
league career in 1901, when he was a 3:30
I
THE AMERICAN
p. m.
,
mere strip of a lad, but he has been
Indianapolis at Kansas City, clear,
before the public ever since and con3:30 p. m.
sequently is counted among the veterIndianapolis at Minneapolis, rain, 3
ans of the game.
p. m.
A WINNER.
Pitcher "Slim" Sallee of the St.
Louis Xationals is a figure bug. The
lengthy Cardinal pitcher is a dope
artist and carries the figures for him- self and associates partly in his head
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
and mostly in a little book.
Pet.
Won Lost
Ask Sal who made a baseball hit at New York
5S
20
.744
4 o'clock last week, and he can tell
2S
.632
48
Chicago
you. Likewise he knows how many Pittsburg
31
.597
46
games he has won and how many Cincinnati
.500
41
41
were lost and the number of safeties
38
.479
35
Philadelphia
in each.
.410
49
34
St. Louis ,
The schoolroom never was overbur- Brooklyn
.380
49
30
dened by Sallee's presence, yet he is a Boston
59
22
.272
student of his occupation far better
AMERICAN
LEAGUE.
than many whose station in early life
of first-cla- ss
pctWon Lost
only realized the business-buildin- g
permitted them to attend the institu- Boston
2Q
fei
58
.690
an
earnest
of
is
Sal
tions
learning.
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and worker.
33
51
.607
Washington
33
.573
47
H
He makes no bones of the fact that Philadelphia
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
36
.550
44
!his habits in previous years had been Chicago
E$
43
.494
42
Kg
against the best work, but he takes a Cleveland
vou
to make vour business
And.
43
40
,4S2
S
lot of pride now in the fact that he Detroit
24
never even enters a saloon, w hen St. Louis
100 10 efficient, you would specify
M
. .22
.286
55
the athletes stop at European hotels New York
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Sal never takes a "business man's
Won
Lost
lunch" because that necessitates eat34
48
.585
ing in a barroom. Instead he goes to St. Joseph
I
a dairy lunch.
39
.547
47
Omaha
Pi
He has steered clear of every detri Sioux City
4G
39
.541
j
mental influence, and the tall, earnest Denver
41
46
.529
.489
45
flinger deserves a lot of credit.
43
Wichita
POOR RECEIPTS.
44
.'.76
40
Des Moines
Water-MarXational League men all over the Lincoln
!
.440
47
37
'
that
the
circuit complain
gate receipts Topeka
32
50
.390
The De Luxe Business
this season have been much smaller
than usual. They say that the unfav- CHICAGO GOLFER IS
weather and the Giants' run
TAKING THE HONORS.
COUPON orable
because by comparison you would find
away lead have affected the general
Denver, Colo., July 17. Warren K.
in
the
cter
interest
pennant struggle.
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-charaof the Homewood Golf Club,
There is a lingering hope in Chicago Wood, who
led the field of 98 playChicago,
and Pittsburg that something
makes
may ers
impressiveness, and all
yesterday, in the qualifying round
happen to McGraw's men, but in the
other citieB the fans have lost heart with a score of 69 defeated Mason
really productive.
All of the American league cities, on Phelps of,Chicago, a former champand 4 to play in the flr3t
today. And see the the other hand, are turning out the ion, 5 up
specify
match for the amateur cham
usual crowds because of the uncerdifference. Let us show you samples.
pionship of the Western iGolf Asso
tainty ol the race for the flag.
.
ciation.
:i
AFTER HIM.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
was
and threat- The
weather
N.
M.
cloudy
17.
Santa Fe,
Declaring
Jackson, Mich., July
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'Get-Ric-

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

h

I

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

'

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

BUY

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

n

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
susar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

am-bis- h

TODAY'S REPORT

li
I
I
I

STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therft is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
YOU

I
fig

AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New, Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

'

right goods at the right price.
THE

NON-PROGRESSI-

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an 'eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.

Flynn-Johnso-

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

n

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

On-sla-

asvJto

I

I

1

i

STANDING OF THE

The "Hew Mexican" gees info the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

CLUBS

1
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UNITED STATES BANK

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., .Inly 17. New
thunder showers
Mexico,
N
tonight or Thursday.
lot-.a- l

Does a General Banking

Business

Just received
bricks for your

Your Patronage Solicited
E. LAUGHLIN,

President

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

1856

Incorporated

1903

Co.
W. R. Wilson of Durango, is a busi-- !
ness visitor here today.
P. K. Wither of Phoenix, Arizona,
was a visitor here yesterday.
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served
at our fountain in any way you want it.
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
J. W. Drown, mining man of Hills-borSierra county, is in the city.
Miles McBroan of Lumberton, is in
the city for a few days on business.
C. E. Forbes and Mrs. Forbes are
i:i the city from Antarillo.
All have met the Colonel now see
His Escape at the Elks' tonight.
B. E. I.ockyer and H. W. Hoeneke
ot Wichita, Kansas, are paying a visit
to this city.
Midsummer and early fall felt hats
at Miss Muglers.
Southeast corner
of Plaza.
C. O. MoClintock passed
through
the city today enroute east from Gallup.
Cosme Herrera, well known rancher of Pojoaq ie, is here buying
today.
Homer Spears of Stanley came in
last night to see Mrs. Spears who is a
patient at St. Vincent's hospital re
covering from a gun shot wound in
her right arm.
Fred L. Tracy is down from Roe
today.
Jake Levy, T. P. Gable, Henry
Krick, Frank Dudley, Al Morrison, W.
Cliff
H. Kerr, J. Porter Jones and
Garret drove up Santa Fe canyon today for an outing and fishing trip.
It is said they hope to catch a fish.
C. A. Sheppard
was over from
Lamy yesterday.
O. A. Matson, well known novelty
dealer of Albuquerque, is a visitor in
the Ancient city.
It is a fact, and a matter of pride
with us that we sell strictly high
grade candy. We received a fresh assortment today. Zook's.
H. T. Mabry and Edith Mabry of
Datil came in yesterday, called here
by the fatal illness of Mrs. Mabry,
whose sad death last night has causes
mourning.
All Elks are requested to meet at
the undertaking parlors of Mulligan
& Rising tomorrow- afternoon at 2:30
P. M. A. Lienau, secretary.
Orphans of the Plains at the Elks'
tonight.
State auto license laws in pamphlet,
form, are now in the hands of the
secretary of state and can be had at
the secretary's office in the capitol
building on, request.
Did you get one of those Rexall specials. This week only one dollar
package stationery and fountain pen,
B'ischer Drug Co.
The trout streams are being well
threshed by our local sportsmen but
no extraordinary catches have been
reported. "A few little ones," is the
usual story.
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever
notice that the man that has the best
trade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Electric Supply co.
The shoe sermon of John Pflueger
has the right kind of reasoning in it.
See page three for full details. Needless to sy that when you want shoes

HOW DO THESE

Greatly Reduced Prices
STRIKE YOU?

50c up
Dresses, 50c up
D. Underwear

Children's Wash Suits,
Childen's Summer

-

i

Men's B. V.
at 40c Per Garment.
Porus Knit at 75c a Suit

sap-plie- s

Fine new line of Men's Knit Silk Ties, ETAr
OUC
Regular 75c Values, for
ful Patterns in all Col- n
Prices.
all at

LADIES' PARASOLS

SEUGIN

Way-Dow-

BROS. COMPANY
Phone 36.

P. O. Box, 219.

a fresh lot of salt
horse and cow at

GOKBELS.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 2:!"i
East Palace avenue.
It's Kalem night at the Elks' tonight.
John T. Ericlison of Cerro is a guest
at the Palace today.
Rexall Special traveler's package
stationery and fountain pen, one collar. This week only at Fischer Drug

H. F

j

INSURANCE
SURETY

BONDS-REA-

ESTATE

L

city-wid- e

I

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-CIa-

-

ss

O. C. WATSON & CO.
;0

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

119 San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 1 JO Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

BLACKBEHRIES

TAUPERT,

Will be at their LOWEST Dnring
Week Beginning

Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

NEW MEXICO.

::

::

Quick Returns

Accurate Work

8

H. S.

Why Walt ?

the shoeman.
The handiest package, of slationery
you ever saw, traveler's package and
fountain pen, only one dollar at Fischer Drug Co. This week only.
Yesterday's
temperature reached
82 degrees at 3:lu p. ni. and registered
a. m. Showers
its lowest, 53, at
and thunderstorms cccurred (lining
the afternoon and at night in nearly
all directions.
Sale Agents in New Mexico for
"The Famous Cake Box Mixture." We
have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy.
Mrs. W. Lindhart left last night
for Delevan Lake, Wisconsin, where
she will spend a mouth with her parents and will stop in Chicago on her
return to buy a fine line of
fall millinery.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Charles V. Sflfford is expected hero
1). C, to
tonight from Washington,
attend the funeral of his son, Jacob
Safford, which will be held tomorrow
at :! p. m. from the Rising chapel.
County Superintendent of Schools,
.T. V.
Conway will hold a special examination for those teacheis who failed in the last regular examination and
those building for grades, on next Friday morning, July l!l at I) a. m. at nis
office in the court house.
The ladies of the Methodis'. church
will serve ice cream,
sherbet and
cake, also home-madcandy on th:j
lawn at Mr. A. Winsors Tlrirsday afICv ry one corternoon and evening.
dially invited.
The Colonel's Escape a great picture at the Elks' tonight.
James Carruthers, the popular day
clerk at the Palace hotel, will leave
tomorrow with Mrs. Carruthers for
Denver where he wi'l take the desk
at one of the leading hotels there. Mr.
Carruthers makes the change for the
benefit of Mrs. Carruther's health,
and while his many friends here will
he sorry to see him leave the city,
they Will be glad to know that he has
a good pbice in view and will hope
that Mrs. Carruthers will convalesce
a' once.
Canuto Ortiz looked upon the wine
when it was red and upon other liquor of various hues day before yesterday bit. forgot his horse which
was left all night on the street. The
police arrested him and it cost him
five and trimmings to square it with
Roman
Lucero
the police judge.
emulated Ortiz's example
and was
men conBoth
similarly assessed.
tributed and were released.
Rev. B. F. Summers of the Estan-ciValley is in town today renewing
old acquaintances.
He will be remembered as pastor of the Methodist
church here last year, but retired
from the ministry to enter upon ranch
Mr. Summers
life.
reports a fine,
prospect for crops in the Estancia
valley, as the rains have been plentiful this summer.
Powell Stackhouse
of El Paso,
president of the New Mexico Midland, is in the city today on business
matters connected with railroad affairs.
William B. Brown, general freight
and passenger agent of the Santa Fe,
arrived in Santa Fe today, attending
to matters of business in his usual
hustling and business way.
J. A. Happer, one of the leading
real estate dealers of El Paso came
in on the noon train today for a brief
stay looking after business affairs in
which he is interested.
you go to

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00

.

July

!

I

and Week
Following

We Strongly Advise Buying
for Preserving.

Let us have your order
for full crate er more three
days before wanted. The
only way to get what you
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right

A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
CORNS, BUNIONS

and INGROWING

price.

TOE NAILS

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
ments Made to Call at the House.
MONTEZUMA

Our Vegetable Line Is

Appoint-

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

Buggies and Saddle Horses,
THEODORE

Phone Black 9.

CORRICK.Prop't

a

MARKETS.
New York, X. Y., July 17. Operations in stocks today were of a mixed
character but with a heavier tendenThe American market followed
cy.
the lead of London where Americans
were lower, especially Amalgamated
copper, Canadian Pacific, Illinois CenThe
tral, the Harrimans and steel.
latter recorded the greatest loss
abroad, declining almost a point.
the
Evidently fear is felt over
forthcoming report of the Stanley Congressional committee which, it is bethe disintelieved, will recommend
A
gration of the steel corporation.
few specialists, notably Central Leather and preferred and Texas company, were up a point or more.
Bonds were steady.
made
Prices of principal stocks
some improvement during the noon
hour, when the average level was
around yesterday's close. Union bag
and paper, Standard Milling and De
troit Railways were prominent
Best
The market closed strong.
prices and greatest activity were
witnesses In the last hour when the
list recovered from its stagnation of
the early afternoon and went steadThere were gains ol
ily forward.
one to two points in some market
leaders.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., July 17. Cattle Re
ceipts 14,000. Market strong for best,
others slow and weak. Beeves $5.55
9.65; Texas steers $5.0O7.15; west
ern steers $5.907.60; stockers and
feeders $3,851(6.40; cows and heifers
$2.607.70; calves $6.508.75.
Market
Receipts 19,000.
Hogs
steady to 5c higher. Light $7.25
$7.10 7.72
7.70; mixed
heavy
$7.007.671-2- ;
$7.00fZ!7.20;
rough
pigs $5.500.7.35; bulk of sales $7.35
7.65.

IN

the balance

of

S.

i

ON ALL OUR STOCK OF SUMMER GOODS

this month

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

.Prices are Lowest
for
Quality,

Including Plain and Fancy Lawns, Batistes,
Mercerized Foulards, Parasols, etc.
COMPARE PRICES AND YOU WILL BUY HERE

125 Palace Ave.

SFE

Matket
Hogs
Receipts 8.000.
T.t'0;
higher. Bulk of sales $7.
aim
heavy $7..'!0fi 7.4." ;
packers
'ditchers $7.45' 7.'.o; lights
$T.:;5!ff
7.05: pigs $:. mi c.75.
Market
Sheep
Receipts S.OOO.
Muttons
$:!.3nS 4.75; lambs
steady.
$3.5017.2.": range wethers and yearlings $:;.5(i 5.25; range ewes $2.501
Tc

WINDOW

OUR

DI5PLAY.

JULIUS H. GERDES

j

!

23.

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
Wool market steady; territory and western mediums 2nfd24; line mediums lvy20;
tine ll'.it 17c.
CHICAGO GRAIN.
Chicago, 111.. July 17. Wheat today
evinced a disposition to rally in sympathy with an advance at Liverpool.
to
Opening quotations ranged from
St. Louis, Mo., July 17.

up.

September started

STYLISH, SERVICEABLE.

BEAUTIFUL,

ISLIN

LADIES'

ttSJlXXL

UNDERWEAR

at.

to fl6
the same change from last
as a
night as the market taken
whole, fell back Jo !0 and then recovered to !)
Although corn weakened at first, the
market after turned upward. September opened
lower to a
shade advance at (HI
and
to (17
rose to G7
after a drop to CO
County selling orders carried down
of other grain
brought about a reaction. September
started unchanged to
up at :;:!
to 34, sagged to
and later
to 34'iTl-Se- .
Firmness sit the yards lent backbone
to provisions.
Trade, however, was
only of a scattering sort. Initial
sales varied from last night's level to
7
advance with September delivery IS. 10 to 18.15 for pork: and
to 10.57
for lard, and 10.52
for ribs.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
17.
Lead quiet
St. Louis, July
4.03; spelter quiet 7.05 Ti 7.1 5.
NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, X. Y., July 17. Cotton
spot closed quiet. Middling uplands
Sales
12.45; middling
gulf 17.70."
277 ba!es.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Chicago, 111., July 17. Wheat, July
97
Corn, July 72;
Sept. 9:1
Oats, July 41
Sept. 00
Pork, July 17.00;
Sept. 33
Lard, July In. 33; Ribs July 10.35.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, N. Y., July
17. Call
Si
ffp
money 2
prime paper 4
4
Mexican dollars
silver 00
48; copper 10.75 17.23; tin 43.00
43.25; lead 4:flOW4.7S.
Amalgamated 82
sugar 12S
Great Northern 138
Atchison 108
X. Y. Central 115
Northern
Pacific 121
Reading 105; Southern Pacific 110
Vnion Pacific
108; steel 70; steel, pfd. Ill

cats until the influence

SELIGIH

AOOLF

DRY

GOODS

CO.

Scrim and Lace Curtains

15:1

Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50

10.-5- 5
2

4

4

AKERS WAGNER

THE

We are offering
for sale one of the

most complete

HOMES

the City, the
ontage on Pal
ace Avenue.

contemplate purchasing a residence it
will pay you to enquire as to above of
JOSEPH B. HAYVVARD, MANAGER ,

If you

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. Al.

ACCIDENT

--

LIABILITY

HEALTH

SWEET PEAS

railroads:

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 'i
westbound and Xo. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at lz:10

CO.

FIRE

INSURANCE

FIRE

The following are the time tabie
of the local

FURNITURE

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAIN!

C. McCONVERYJ

JAMES
Phone.

W

::::

204.

14 1 5

Palace Avenue

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
Leave Santa Fe at G:20 y. m. to co
nect with No. 7 westboun I and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to cod
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. i
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:30
p. m.

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
STERLING SILVER.

in

Table Silverware.
Special and
......Staple Patterns of High.1 fnade
TTUCC

rinriC
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
'

r.rnnirrr, mil

k

JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

Reliable Jeweler

cut-of- t
for the Helen
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 ai
Connection leaves Al'jti
heretofore.
querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:21

Passengers

i.

C. YONTZ,

Jjj

ft

:

San Francisco

Street

a. m.
D. &

h.

G. Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north

MM
INSURANCE
Fire,

FOR SALE
well fenced.

AT TESL'QLiE, FORMER

STROBER and WELT-MER RANCHES COMBINED.
Sixty acres- under ditch. 600 fruit
Present owner must sell

One-ha- lf

trees, small fruits.

owing to poor health.

Inquire

LEONARD,

of

Tel.

City Property and Loans.

212 W
126-- 4

J

Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

All Kinds.

ft

Week of Special Values

MILLINERY

Surety Bonds

HACK SERVICE

S

e

Great Bargains

Market
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
Native
$3.15
steady to strong.
5.25; western $3.605.25;
yearlings
We Have Our First Arrival of
$4.105.75; lambs, native $4.007.25;
western $4.25 7.25.
CANTALOUPES
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 17. Cattle
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine.
5,500,
2,000
including
Receipts
Oi
Market steady to stroitg.
southerns.
Native steers $6.809.50; southern
$4.2506.90; southern cows and
KAUNE & CO. steers
194 W., Room 24
H,
iieifers $3.255.50; native cows and Telephone
iheifers
and
stockers
$3.258.75;
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
teeders $4.000 7.0f; bulls $3.755.60;
Wherts
calves $4.50!g 8.25; western
steers
Safe
$6.6O8.50; western cows $3.506.00 SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.

Always Complete.

SANTA FE, N. M.

HOTEL,

pper.
in
2'hol nor j.,

FIRST-CLAS-
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

READ'S:
LLUSTRATED HISTORY of NEW

110

deThe most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
as Mr. Read
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico,
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type

Cf jlfl
kP"iUU

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS.
THE HISTORY

OF

EDUCATION

ETC.

NEW MEXICO

the Settlement
the Important Part that Education Meant to
pham- and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, in a
let, something that should be In every home in the State. Price,

A Concise Hi tory of

paper-boun-

Cenfe

Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

the

PAGE SIX

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

SANTcfl FE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
tfaKes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
J WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

THE NEW

MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

The Switzerland of America.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Socond Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Valley Ranch, X. M.,
mail
mail
$3.00
$1.25
per
Daily,
by
quarter,
Daily, per year, by
July 111, 1912.
$2.50 IJaily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1. 50
Daily, six months, by mail
Heavy rains higher up in the moun1.00
2.UOVeekly, six mouths
Weekly, per year
tains caused a decided raise in the
50
Weekly, per quarter
river, as weU as considerable discolo- -

ALWAYS HIGHER
The head lines in the Journal of Commerce on the market page read the
other clay, "Coffee Options Higher"; "Haw Sugar Higher"; "Future Apricots Higher"; "Rice Firm"; "Wheat. Nervous.''
to the
That does not present anything of especial encouragement
average man. It looks like unsweetened rice to a lot of us. Even the
bread question does not look good, as the staff of life made from nervous
wheat might be seriously indigestible.
But all the headlines in the
Journal of Commerce, reading "higher," have an ominous sound. It does
not read good. Is it possible that we are up against an unsolvable problem? Are we to find no method of relief nor avenue of release? Where is
the end to be? Sporadic attempts have been made to reach the solution
of the high cost of living but they have not reached the correct answer.
It cannot all be from the faster living, which we must admit has entered
into the life of American people, as so many writers have endeavored to
show. The automobile, the greater extravagance in what we eat and what
ve wear, the general desire to "keep up," may have something to do
with it, but that comes through indirection. There must be some basic
reason that can be reached and from which can be drawn principles and
methods of action that will bring relief.
Is it not possible that the spirit of grasp and concentration, which has
taken hold of the economic policies of this nation lias something to do
V'ith it? Is it not possible that selfishness is influential, in it too?
It was said of a man now in New Mexico that he was driven out of
Texas because of his belief the belief that all the hogs in the state belonged to him. Now it is just possible is it not, that the trouble with
the prices of the requisite things of life, the actual necessities, have
soared so high because of the beliefs of a few men who ought to be
forced by law to change them? Now it has occurred to a good many
people of the country who have been suffering from this condition, that,
inasmuch as those who are in power now, have not accomplished anything in fche way of relief, and do not appear to care to, it is better to try
new leaders and new policies that may bring better and healthier results.
That is one of the potent reasons for the present political revolt, and the
organization of the Progressive party.

NOT THE FIRST BOLT
In the whirligig of politics and the rapid movement of events in history, we lose sight sometimes of events which have a strong bearing, not
only upon their own times but the future.
It may be forgotten that Lincoln was a bolter from his party, forced
to change on account of an undeviating adherence to principles, policies
and methods to which he could not subscribe.
The Republican party was first organized in Illinois on May 29, 1S3G,
at a state convention held in Bloomington.
It was here that Abraham Linhis relations
with the
coln made the speech which definitely severed
For two years previous
Whigs and allied him to the new organization.
he had been slowly working toward this change. The failure of his political ambitions in the summer of 1S49 had decided him henceforth to devote
himself to the law. For nearly six years he had kept this resolution.
Then, in the spring of 1S.H. the passage by congress of the
bill, repealing the Missouri Compromise of 1S20 and establishing
the principle of popular sovereignty had so aroused him that he flung himself again into politics.
Allegiance to party is not the first requisite of patriotism, though that
is the principle that has been rigidly taught for the past few years, by
those in control of political affairs. It has been, "my party, if right, but
The welfare of the country, which means that
right or wrong, my party."
of the people has been entirely lost sight of, and that is what brings the
irresistible desire for change. It has come now, as it came in 1S5C, and
the reasons now are no less powerful than they were then.
No wonder the old line standpatters in both the old organizations are
bewildered, and don't know whioh vay to turn, nor how to meet tne emergency; but the armor of assumed bravado will not repel the onslaught
which is sure to come, and is even now forming.
The fight is on.
It is
on to stay.
Kansas-Nebrask-

a

There is a prospect of a big shai;e up in Washington soon in an eff
ort to strengthen the chances of Tift which even his best friends see
are growing less. They fear that tinie may be some opposition to the
president within his own political family and none but his own steadfast
followers must be in office. For Taft or get out, say the bosses.
The least the president can do at this time, it is declared, is to insist on loyalty as well as perfunctory performances of duty, and to chop
off heads where it is not obtained, replacing the same with men who legitiIf
mately can be of service In creating support for the national ticket.
there is any man who hesitates in the slightest to take a militant stand
for the president because of past friendship for somebody else, the government service under the present administration at this critical time is no
place for him, it is declared, and if ;he has not the decency to resign, he
ought to be fired.
The candidates for president will have to step aside for the next two
months from out of the full glare of the limelight, for attention of the
people and the newspapers is going to be largely devoted to a little, pestiferous, busy, disgusting and disease breeding insect called the fly. The
political slogans and campaign songs will have to be held in abeyance for
the time being and "swat that fly" w ill be the national war cry. It is well
that it is so, for we must admit that the researches of the scientists
have established this noxious little creature as a positive enemy to public
health. The common house fly has been declared a public nuisance and
the war on him should be both constant and resolute.
The Newburg, N. Y.. I'nion says:
"That talk in Republican circles of circulating a petition asking President Taft to resign from the presidental race in the interest of party harmony won't down. Mr. Taft is not one of those kind to take a hint unless
he is hit in the head with it."
Well, if that's the case, well hit him in the head with it. The Progressive party has the power, the willingness and the Implements
wUh
which to do it. They will give him the hardest headache he ever heard
of.

Senator Guggenheim and Senator Stepnenson, ivnose seats in the
were also obtained by Che lavish use of money, voted against
Lorimer.
And Crane, Penrose and Smoot voted for Lorimer
his election was in keeping with their own methods at Chicago.
Senator Smith voted votfo ways in the senate on the lorimer matter
That is to say: Smith of Arizona, Michigan, South Carolina, voted against
the Illinoisan and Smith of Maryland, for him. This didn't seem to be
a time when all the Smith's should stand together.
Concordia, Kansas, was recorded a few days ago as being the hottest
place in the United States. Must be they had not heord from Yuma when
they gave Concordia the record.
Down in New Jersey a mule drank a gallon of whiskey
and then
kicked himself to death.
Pity some of the human jackasses don't do

that.

Some boys swiped one hundred quarts of ice cream and ate it.
their mothers didn't lick 'em for it. Those boys suffered
enough.

Hope

DtMADlie
lLITIHM0

SIDE LiNE

Even these bumper crops have gone
Progressive.
Now that it has rained, we
going to sprinkle the streets,
heck!

I.. Morrison, Mrs. A. Jj. Morrison, Jr.,
Mr. E. A. Groves, Mr. Paul Staab and

AS

FROM THE

are
by

-

What is a college graduate worth?
gravely asks an exchange. Well, take
Woodrow, for instance.

all of Santa Fe.
one of the most
in Xew Mexico,
few days at Valley Ranch, expecting to return to Las
Vegas today.

ration which stopped the fishermen Miss A. L. McMahon,
Mr. Charles Spiess,
late in the afternoon.
Among those who stopped at Val- prominent attorneys
ley Ranch yesterday were Judge A. has been spending a

suit once and a straw hat to go with
but
if, and wore 'em, too, by jing,
nc one wrote to New York or London

THE BYSTANDER
SEES

IT

as good a fit and looked as well as
King George's did.
But the Bystander wasn't a king,
just a plain American citizen who
thinks, as does every free born American, that he's just as good as any
king that ever drew breath. better
than a lot of them that have been and
are.
There's just the difference
One's a king and one isn't.
though.
The spirit of democracy is growing
the world over and there is less end
less of kow towing and obeisancing to
royalty than there used to be. It is
right to show respect to the one in
high office, if you can't give it to the
man, as one always can't, give it to
the office, not in a spirit of subserviency, but just respect, but the day
is fast fleeting when the people care
much what the king wore.
Bobby Burn's philosophy is cominjj
to be generally accepted: "A man!
a man for a' that,"
MAKE THEM COMFORTABLE.
At this time of year, when everybody is trying to circumvent the efforts of Old Sol to blister the people
on this little sphere and all humanity
if endeavoring to keep cool, one can
not but think of the brute part of our
creation and realize how little is really done to bring comfort and lessen

g

The Turks refuse to listen to Italy's proposals for peace. That's the
way Orozco feels about it, too.
York to
Most of
the coin you know, is in New York.
Hilles has gone to New

start the Taft campaign.

Now that the Hondo dam has been
washed away, the only swimming pool
that Santa Fe has left is a bath tub
in Kerr's barber shop.
And with reference to that note
from Great Britain
concerning the
Panama canal, we simply wish to ask,
whose ditch is it, anyhow?

Jonathan Bourne of Oregon arises
to remark that there never will be an
other Republican convention. Just you
wait until August, Jonathan.
August Relmont says he didn't care
what it cost back there in 1904 when
he tried to elect Judge Parker. Judging from the result it did not cost
very much.
When the New York po'ice force
arrives at a point where it goes gunning for squealers in the gambling
business, the situation looks to us as
awfully

suspicious.

Judge Archbald has been notified
that he is to be tried by the senate.
Casting a sad glance at Lorimer, we
presume the Judge already has begun to pack his trunk.
The Hon. Sec is going to get th
job. That is where
the Hon. Sec has it on the Republican
candidate for governor. He
doesn't have to consult the people
about it.
V. S. Marshal's

And now that Lorimer has been
canned, ne arise to remark that a lot
of the "Spartan" senators who voted
to unseat him, have records that are
worse.
They have not yet been
caught.
An extradition
treaty- between the
T'nited States and Honduras has been
signed and the last place on earth
where the American criminal is safe,
has been abolished. Some of our foremost citizens of a few years back,
still reside in Honduras.

OFFICERS.

about it, and I'll bet they were just

LOOK OUT, BOYS.
A Co'orado minister delivered
a
sermon last week on the subject of
He
love, courtship and marriage.
closed with these rather caustic remarks regarding bachelors:
"They
are of no use to the country or to
society, and I propose that they
should be crowded away on some isolated island where they will not get
in the way of civilization."
The minister's cure for bachelor-inis rather drastic, but the Bystander sees some ground for the thought.
There isn't anything on earth so absolutely lonesome and forlorn as a
life without a woman in it. It is such
an aimless thing, and if there is one
thing invented more lonesome and
dreary than a constant association
with men with no woman's presence
to enliven the company, the BystandOf
er has never "met up" with it.
course, men are all right, at least
the ladies seem to think so, but for
a continuous social diet, without the
condiment
of a woman's
presence
there is nothing so absolutely stale
as the man and man association day
Of course, the old
in and day out.
saying that "two can live as cheap as
one" is a pleasant fiction, but as a
matter of fact they generally do. .A
woman, that is a sensible woman, the
right kind of woman, has more financial sense bound up in that pretty
head of hers in a minute than a man
has in all day, and as a rule the married couple does not spend as much
money, foolishly, at least, as the single man who has nothing to do after
tea but think of some way to spend
his coin, usually foolishly.
It has always been a wonder to the
Bystander how so many young men
in this age can be constantly thrown
in the association. of attractive womanhood and stay single. Maybe the
suggestion of the Colorado minister
might be a good thing in a limited
way, just to teachc the bachelor what
a weary thing this world would
be
without any feminine atmosphere in
Think it over, boys.
it.
HE WORE BLUE SERGE.
A dispatch coming all the way from
London tells of a big throng gathered
at a regatta over there and one of the
important things in the story was that
King George wore a blue serge suit
and an Alpine straw hat. Well, now
really .donkiher know, that's wonderful, wonderful. Why didn't he wear pajamas or pink peek a boo shirt waist.
Maybe, that would not be especially
newsy, but that the King of England
wore clothes, real clothes and a straw
hat at the races, that's marvelous.
The Bystander had a blue serge

ng

money-transmitti-

R.

J.

President.

PALE.N,

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

F. McKANE,

t.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cashier.

4t

THE
PALACE
N.
SANTA
M.

FE,

S. A. AKINS

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rale, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.

the strain.

Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and
running water,

In Detroit the other day a ;'oung
cold
lady was holding her cup under the
stream of water flowing from the
street fountain, when a thirsty dray
horse came from across the street and
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
poked his nose into the basin below
and began to draw those long draughts
which always seem to be so refreshing and enjoyable. A man would have
pushed the nose of the. thirst;- - horse
away with some such remark as "Get
out of here you son of a gun. I like
your nerve." But not so thp, Detroit
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
girl. She stood aside saying, "Help
yourself, old fellow. It's my turn to
wait."
The world is full of the humane
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
spirit and when we see suffering, actual suffering, there is usually
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
hand stretched out. The main
Central Location.
trouble is that in the hurry and bustle
of life, the strain of our own affairs
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
we forget about that part of the life
about us that is dumb and yet feels'
and suffers, in a physical sense just
as the human element does. The so
ciety for the prevention of cruelty to.'
animals has done a truly wonderful
work, and every man, woman and
child in the world ought to be a
member of it in spirit, anyway, and
25c
Day,!&
remember that patient and useful element in our life that cannot tell you
Hot & Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
Furnished rooms in connection.
when they are suffering: but must
in
bear
silence, entirely dependent on
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop.
::
::
the thoughtfulness and good heart of 222 San Francisco Street
man.

steam heat, electric lights.

The Montezuma Hotel,
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

Prorpietor.

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run

.Night.

.

Regular Meals

'

WHAT THE OTHER FELLOW HAS TO SAY

The Pueblo Indians are now citizens of the I'nited States under the
decision of Judge Pope. We merely
POINTER FOR FLIRTS.
JEALOUS FLING.
call attention to this in order that th
In a flirtation between a woman and
That aerial transportation line beold Republican machine can begin to
a man she always thinks he, is in tween
claim that it is now and always has
Chicago and Milwaukee, round
earnest because she isn't. Atlanta
trip fare $25, isn-- t likely to do a flourbeen, the one, lone friend of the Red- Journal.
ishing business. Who would give $25
man.
to get to either of those towns? St.
TO BE SURE.
Louis Republic.
"A Santa Fe man who does not go
do
Well, what
you expect but hot
to church very often got religion,"
weather in summer
Baltimore Sun.
AND TO OTHFR5
said the Old Codger, "and the other
A single drop sometimes
j
results
went
to
he
where
he
church
Sunday
REAL CONCEIT.
for the aviator. New Orcreated somewhat of a sensation by
Our idea of a conceited man is one disastrously
leans Picayune.
trying to sing, 'Shall We Gather at who walks up the street whistling
the River,' to the tune of 'Has Any- "Hail to the Chief" to himself.
BosJUST THINK!
body Here Seen Kelly.' It was sure ton Globe.
Aviators
are
going to form a union
awful."
for the purpose of combating people
TREND OF SENTIMENT.
w ho want them to
fly overtime or for
Tf you don't think that there
COUNTY PROGRESSIVE CONVENis a inadequate wages. Consider the hardtrend of sentiment in that direction, ships that will ensue
TION.
when the aviaPursuant to a call by order of the observe that even Gary has started a tors strike Chicago Record-Heralbolt
News.
factory.
of
Indianapolis
committee
the Progressive Republican League of this state on the 12tli
EDUCATIONAL.
HOLD ON, THERE!
The little red schoolhouse of the
day of July, 1912, for a Progressive
"Virginia enjoys the distinction of country lhas been neglected, but we
convention to be held in tihe city of
Albuquerque on the 29th day of July, raising the finest girls in America," can hardly believe it is in as bad a
Division!
1912, to elect four delegates and four says an advertisement.
way as the great educators make out.
:How they are able to do a work of
alternates to the National Progressive Philadelphia Enquirer.
convention to be held in the city of
genuine value without the fads and
TERRIBLE RECKLESSNESS.
frills of city schools is nerha
Chicago on the 5th day of August,
An Arkansas man is dead as a re1912, for the purpose of nominating
thing the great educators cannot uncandidates for the offices of president sult of mistaking carbolic acid for derstand. St. Louis
whiskey.
will
Still,
people
and
go right
of the United
SWAT THE RAT!
States, notice is hereby given that a along keeping carbolic acid in the
mass convention of the Progressive house. St. Louis Republic.
The rats of this port are said to
be in excellent healith and to show
Republicans of the county of Santa Fe
INJURED INNOCENCE.
no symptoms of being infected with
will be held at the court house in the
Lorimer's injured innocence is be- bubonic
plague. That may be reassur-incity of Santa Fe, on the 23th day of
tihe reach of first aid. Chicago
to those who foar an epidemic
July, 1912, at the hour of 2 p. ni. to yond
News.
of the "black death" but it should be
choose eight delegates, to represent
no protection to the rats against unresaid county in said state convention.
REMARKABLE REMNANT.
All persons regardless of past party
lenting extermination. New
York
It hardly seemed possible that Tribune.
affiliations who believe in the princiSenator
had
Lorimer
characenough
ples embodied in the call for a state
ter left to furnish an excuse for disAN EXCEPTIONAL PARTY.
Progressive convention above referred
The Prohibition party was organizto, are cordially invited to attend said cussing it four days. New York
World.
ed forty years ago. It has taken part
county mass convention and take a
in ten presidential campaigns.
It has
part therein.
WORDY DELUGE.
not been drunk with power once.
GRO. W. PRICHARD,
The senate ought to study some Buffalo Enquirer.
ANTONIO VALDEZ,
case
Committee of the Progressive Repub- method of trying a Lorimer
DESERVED HONORS.
lican League for Santa Fe County. without such a tremendous avalanche
of words. St. Louis
t.
American schoolboys
are taking
ONE RESULT.
first honors and making new world's
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
The friend of Lorimer who at- records in the Olympiad.
The lad,
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of tacked Roosevelt in the senate did a
Meredith, must have remembered his
the time and works for the upbuild-lu- little to
promote the prospects of the Virgil line "for they can conquer who
of our new State.
third party. Philadelphia Record.
believe they can." Buffalo News.
j
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

:

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Then Act

!

COMPANV

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and German town Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

AN UNUSUAL LIFE
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS

Gaspar Avenue.

INSURANCE CONTRACT
"SELF SUSTAINING " POLICY

The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It Is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
Let Us Explain It to You.
err
kooms..
GENERAL AGENTS
&

HALL

capital

HALL

nU!
g j

i

AUTO GARAGE
Cor.

Seligman
and

Water
Sts.

I

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED

MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your call

Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

the

Mccormick

ON HAND.

auto co.
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ALL WRONG.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAIN

DEFECTIVE

The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.

NEWS OF THE STATE

BABES

Fraternal Societie

MASON!".
Montezuma
Lodgi
am!
hacks
Fortunate
busies.
Don't mistake the cause of backNo. 1. A. F. & A. M
Th
rain
body was seriously hurt.
ache.
commun
Regular
which followed the heaviest
To be cured you must Isnow the
cation first Monda:
wind
in
will
do
worlds
of
the
good
cause.
of each month a'
making creeps and almost assuring rxIt is wrong to imagine relief is
a
Masonic - Hall
of
in
cellent
the
winter
strip
grass
cure.
7.30.
over
which the storm swept
country
Backache is kidney ache.
ALAN R. MeCORD, W. M.
in its northward progress.
Knowlc- You must cure the kidneys.
MEDICAL CRANK IN PHILADELPHIA INSTICHAS. E. 1JNNKH. Secretary.
News.
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
TUTE DECLARES THAT PEOPLE ARE NOT
Besides the above damage, A. ('.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe Chapter Ne
Heard lost a windmill and several!
NOT THIS YEAR.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
BUILDING UP RACE AS THEY SHOULD DO
R. A. M.
1,
Regulai
a
of
Carlsbad
were
blown down.
The building
canning factory ethers
in Doan's Kidney
Pills is just as
convocation
lecont
aban- Current.
season
will
be
for
this
Artesia
I
when
as
publicly
strong today
Monday of each moat,
Philadelphia, Pa., July 17. Dr. Ed doned. The building eommittep havrecommended them in 1902. I was
at Masonic Hall a.
OLD
LIKE
in
TIMES.
would
LOOKED
decided
the
brain
ward
crop
ing
sight
Anthony Spitzka,
special
caused much suffering by backaches
7:30 p. m.
Last Saturday a herd of So buffalo
for three years and though I neverist and director of the Daniel Buugh not justify its construction of a facA. WHEEL-ONCHAS.
p. m.
Mr.
Pearnian. of the could be seen grazing in thp Gaylord
back was so; Institute of Anatomy of Philadelphia, tory his year.
H. T
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to cob laid off from work, my
They ARTHUR SEIJGMAK.
nainfnl that it was all I could do to! ardently advocates the enforcement Lakewood cannery, and president, of pasture, just north of town.
Secretary.
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
Tex-fls- ,
national
the
has
Lakewood
similar
of
of
old
those
laws
enwere
to
bank,
from
driven
just
Pills
Dalhart,
being
Sparta,
get around. Doan's Kidney
westbound.
in Artesia that
the
to a place on the Missouri Valtirely relieved me and I had no return where all infants were considered the rotified parties
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:U0 attack of the trouble for six months. property of the state, and were put to factory at that place will take care of ley in Colorado.
Santa Fe Commander;
No. 1, K. T.
p. m.
Regulas
The herd was kept here from Sat-- ,
At that time my work brough on a death if they did not conic up to phys- tomatoes being grown in this vicinity.,
fourth Mor
conclave
Artesia Advocate.
Passengers for the Helen cut-of-t
I at ical qualifications determined by law.
mornuntil
recurrence of the complaint.
Sunday
nrday morning
and Pecos Valley points shouii now once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
"All sentimental feelings connected
day in each uocth a
fireat numbers of people went
ing,
Maeonic. Hall at 7: Si
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 at they gave me relief.
GROWING TO GRAIN.
should be
A medicine that with human relationship
to see them, and many older people
The
heretofore.
Beef is high, but so is land.
Connection leaves AHui lives up to the claims made for it swept aside,'' he declared, "and the
p. m.
of
when
the
thought
days
. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
are buffalo roamed at will over these
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20 like Doan's Kidney Pills do. deserves laws so altered that the state shall be great p'ains of the Southwest
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
a. m.
empowered to assume direct control changing into fields of growing grain. prairies.
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 5(1 oi all physical and mental defects, re- When the plow comes the herds go.
This herd consisted of all sizes and
D. & h. G. By.
cents. FostervMilburn Co., Buffalo, gardless of family ties, for the ulti- It takes fourteen acres to feed a ages, from small calves up to seven
Santa Fe ijodge
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
New York, sole agents for the United mate good of the community."
steer, and fourteen acres will more year olds.
Perfection No. 1, 14tt
This startling statement, together than feed i family.
The ranch ownStates.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
Ancient and Ac
Great efforts are being made to redegree.
Remember the name Doan's and with the charge that an overwhelm- er can no longer afford to pasture
NEW MEXICO CbTRAL RY
cepted Scottish Rite oi
plenish this country with native bufdo
of
either
the
people
ing proportion
cattle on soil that will produce ten falo. When the protection of AmeriLeave 12:45 p. zn., connects with take no other.
Free Masonry mee's oi
not know or will not adopt what is fold
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
profit in kaffir corn, milo maize can buffalo or bison was begun there the third Monday of each montt
anIt will not pay you to waste your best for them, was made as part
and wheat.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
were but few of them to be found at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1
time writing out your legal formi swer to a question concerning a deAnd so, year by year, the cow man but
from No. 3 east.
by careful care the number is Masonic Hall, south lido of Plan
when you can get them already print- cision handed down by Judge Sulz- finds himself pushed further from the
The raising Vlilting Fcrtlsii Rite Masons ar cor
increasing.
constantly
Xo.
of
court
common
;, old ranges. The free prairie is gonp, of
pleas
The Outlaw by Kalem tonight at the ed at the New Mexican Printing berger
stock
of
buffaloes dlalfy invited to attend.
native
pure
for
the
which prevented the Society
Elks'.
the right of way c'osed. seems to be very
Company
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
fpnees
up,
profitable, as we
Prevention of Cruelty to Children
Yes, beef is high, but the packers w'ere informed by members of the
Venerable Master
from taking a
boy from his
to blame. Immigraaren't
HENRY If. STEPHENS. 32
parents for the purpose of perform tion, altogetherand natural laws are 'party who had charge of the herd
progress
ing an oiieration on him. The boy also responsible. Bard City News. .that this herd was sold ot $100 per
head. Des Moines Swastika.
was afflicted with knocknee. In re3. P. O. E.
jecting the plea of the members of the
THEY'RE AFTER HIM.
46, B. P. O. E. holdi
WILL CAN AT HOME.
society Judge Sulzberger declared:
bantu Fe .Lodge Ne
Last Sunday, Anastacio Santistevan
U. M. Williams, who came here rp- "In this day we do not sanction the
lti
a
regular session oi
an
and
had
friend
not
from
experience
quite
is
rule
children
that
Kenton, Oklahoma,
cently
belong
Spartan
the second and fourtl
with a mountain lion. Knowing that doing what he can to help out. in
to their parents, but to the state."
of eac
Wednesday
was a den on the Cerro Colorado jng the problem of what we are going
Dr. Spitzka declared that his opinmonth. Visiting broth
ions on the subject of the Spartan rule they decided to see if they could kill tu do with our fruit this fall. Mr.
en are lnviteu am
one.
iwere most pronounced.
They soon reached the cliff in Wil'iams has the agency for a home
welcome.
"I will probably be virtually pillo- which the lions made their home. canning outfit manufactured by the
FRANK T. RLAN'DY,
ried," he said, "by a great many peo- - Soon after arriving they saw a small Nortwestern Steel & Iron Works of
Exalted Ruler.
'ple for expressing them. It is safe lion come out of the clift.
They Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and is endeavP. M. A. LIENATJ,
to say that io per cent of the people waited a while for the old lion to oring to place a few of them in the
Secretary.
to make its appearance but as it did not. homes of
do not know and are not ready
Farmington.
adopt what is best for them. The come out, Mr. Santistevan shot the
The vital principle
of the outfit.
Santa Fe Cami
trouble is that we are not willing to small one,
skiuiipu it anu spih hid wmcn ne is selling is that steam un-- j
13514. M. W. a.
look beyond the present moment to friend
was
to
to
der
which
the
with it
horse,
pressure is used
process the
insets second Tui
the future good. We are not willing hobbled.
The old lion came home fiuit, the old method of hot water
day each month, so
to ask ourselves whether the end jus and smelt fhe blood of its
offspring having been discorded as not satisl'ac- IN
cial meeting thin
tifies the means.
and followed it to the horse which it tory, due to the fact that
at FireTuesday
a
was
soon killed.
The horse
sterlizalion does not always take place
quite
man's Hall. Visit
DOINGS AT CARLSBAD.
valuable animal and they propose to when this method is used. Mr. 'Wi- log neighbors welcome.
next l'iams. can place these outfits in the
Carlsbad, N. M., July 17. Over half take revenge on the animal
A. G. WHITHER, Cr ntul
a million pounds of wool has been Sunday by getting its hide. Taos Val- - homes here at about $2.ri each. There CTUS. A. RISING. Clerk.
handled through Carlsbad so far this;ey xews.
can be no doubt that, one of the outseason. A. .. Crawford has handled
fits will pay for itself several times
nearly all of the wool. He recently
over every season, if used only for
CATTLE AND ALFALFA.
F. W. FARMER
sold over 300,000 pounds to Roswell
Homeste.-- d
No
While away last, sitting the writer putting up fruits, vegetables or meats
parties, who will have the woo! was told of what was said to be a for home use, and Mr. Williams should
2879.
scoured. Mr. Crawford still has much certain cure for clovered
Brotherhood
of
cattle, and not experience a great, deal of diffwool on hand, much of it fancy grade. v
as assured that it would be as bene iculty in selling a number of them in
American Yeon
The first car of the season of tiie ficial in cases where cattle were this
Meets First Fri
country. Farmington Enterprise.
fancy Carlsbad peach has been loaded bloated from
j
eating alfalfa.
day of the month
and is on the way to market. With
As soon as the cow is known to be j
BADGER FIGHT AT AZTEC.
D. & R. Q.
at the Flreman'-on
trained pickers and packers the work
from the effect of the hay,
suffering
Hall. H. Foremai
Ed
colorthe
Wallace,
direcstarted off smoothly under the
& P. A.,
T.
W. D.
procure a short round stick about a ed man who makes Aztec his home";
A. E. P. Robinson .
tion of the foreman sent here by the foot
and about the size of a broom was the hero of an
Cor. bee. Fred
badcommission house handling the crop. stick long
and force it up into tlhe mouth ger fight last week. "Go
Alarid.
man,"
away,
The shipping qualities of the Carlsbad
erossways, holding it in place by a said Ed, "theah hain't no badgeh kin
peach make it possible to reach
small rope tied to each end and run
ODD FELLOWS,
whop a dawg.-- ' And he backed his
fine
in
market with the fruit
up over the head. The holding of the judgment, with $2.50, after
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
ran
up
sizing
condition.
causes the cow to belch Alex Hart's
Santa Fe Lodge
bulldog, Jack. To further
)
Mrs. E. Purdy and Mrs. R. L. Halley jawstheapart
matter
the trouble interest Ed he was allowed to pull
up
meets
regularly
left this morning for California and relief soon causing
follows.
the badger from the barrel at the every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
where they will spend the remaindei
As it is little trouble, it is well
psychological moment. "Ah figgered in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothof the summer. They go to Los An
worth trying, and may result in the this way," said Ed, "after ah had
give ers always welcome.
geles where they will be some time.
If that
saving of some valuable animals.
badgeh one hahd jerk with the
S. R. Meek and J. H. Stubs of Chianyone trys the remedy and it is a
old dawg could have whopSubset Tbe for the Santa Fe New
cago are making their usual summer success, it should be reported that the rope, ainy
And Ed laughed.
him."
And Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
ped
to
to
Carlsbad
the
visit
project
information may be distributed as then he laughed
again. "But ah wants of the time and works for the
of
look after the farm just south
as possible. Pecos Valley to say right heah," he said soberly,
town. They both hold important posi- widely
ft our new State.
News.
"if ah don't die ah's gwine to git even
tions in the Chicago schools, but have
with
of
that bunch
fellahs.''
On Sale Daily, June 1st
claimed Carl6bad as their real home
PICKED UP COWS,
Further questioning revealed the
since they bought the farm in 11)03.
Last Wednesday this country was fact that the dog was all ready, the
The farm has been improved from
Until Sept. 30, 1912.
by a heavy wind storm follow- - badger was in the barrel all ready,
year to year by the planting of or- visited
;the rope was ready and Ed was ready
chard and alfalfa. They have a good ed by rain and hail.
About three miles west of hpre the when the word was given to pull. Ed
crop of peaches this season.
g IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Jack Hines made a flying trip to wind did the most damage. There it gave the rope a mighty jerk and a
Round Trip From
a cyclone,
up tin bucket on the other end came fly- picking
Roswell over Sunday. He covered resembled
CHICAGO,
BOSTON,
$85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
c nances n:g out oi tne narrei HKe a
u.
u.
cows,
grown
in
wrecKing
catapult,
the distance on his motorcycle
NEW YORK,
ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
three and a half hours, which would residence, turning the house in which Ed saw at once that there was some Santa Fe to Mountainair,
was
mistake.
McXeese
he
"Heah,"
living, completely
cried, "the bad
indicate that the road from Roswell Hugh
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
for over, with the family inside, and to- geh has done got loose." But all the
to Carlsbad is in fair condition
July 19th to Angust 2nd, 1912.
WITH THE
tally destroying the residences of crowd would do was roll around on
travel.
H.
W.
and
the
and
Rrown
AVimberley
would
ground
Nobody
Harry
laugh.
Scott Etter, the secretary of Pecos
returned and twisting and damaging many help Ed find the badger. San Juan
Water Users' Association,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
and County News.
residences
barns,
Saturday night from a business trip to windmills,
Kansas City, having spent nearly a
1 PHD MI A Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
C
week there on matters of interest to
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
useful individual life. These person- i i the Institute just closed, and will
the water users.
the insist that the various districts hi
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
J. P. Wangler expects to have his al injuries arise mainly from
new residence completed in a short carelessness of the individual, but Santa Fe county shall select their
time. The building is large and con- occasionally from failures of material teachers from among this number.
The coming scholastic year gives
with the idea of comfort. It or machinery.
SCHOOL,
For further infcrivstif n rcVrtfj Et'pere Fcx, Gtn'l Pat structed
promise of being a most successful
and
has an abundance of porches
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
a
deal
but
great
depends upon
large light airy rooms. Mr. Wangler TO SANTA FE COUNTY SCHOOL one,
MOUNTAINAIR
the help you give toward the selecH. A. COMER, General M an
DIRECTORS.
ager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M came here several years ago from
tion oT proper teachers.
Decorah, Iowa, on account of health.
CHAUTAQUUA
He has been much benefitted, but is Gentlemen:
Hoping you will give this matter
a most careful consideration, and that
advised not to return to a humid secWe have just closed the most suc- you will write freely to this office uption. He therefor concluded to build
STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL
a house to suit his own ideas of com- cessful Teachers' Institute ever held on any question pertaining to the welin
best
fort, and make Carlsbad his perma- in this county, and one of the
fare of the public schools,
the state. In a few days, I hope to
nent home.
I am, sincerely yours,
F. G. Tracy two weeks ago delivered receive the result of the examination
JOHN V. CONWAY,
an address at Buenavista, Texas, on papers from the Department of EduEpworth League
County School Superintendent.
a
with
the peach culture in the Pecos valley cation, and will furnish you
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Convention
that is a "peach." It is all based on list of the successful applicants.
his own experience of over twenty
TheWestPoint of the Southwest
After receiving this list, It will en- State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
AUGUST
years and fits the conditions in the able you to select the teacher or
JULY
Ranked as "Distinguished
valley.
rtf vnur rocnpptlva districts.
,nnAT.m.a
count
Lucas
Round
Institution " by the U. S.
and I hone vou will do this at once.
Frank J" Cheney "
SANTA FE INSTALLS
War Department.
In connection with the above. I wish
SANTA FE, N. M
the firm o F J.
BUREAU OF SAFETY. to
state, that it is deemed most ex- Cheney &
Located in the beautiful Pecos
business
in
the
A bureau of safety has been created pedient and for the best interests of
Vallej,8,"00 feet above sealevel,
County and State
to lessen the number of accidents to the district public schools, as well as Cy of Toledo
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout th entire sesthe employes of the Atchison, Topeka the teacTiers who are to teach, that "foresaid, and that sa d firm will pay
of ONE HUNDRLD DOL-sion. Conditions for physical
& Santa Fe railroad company, accordeach board of school directors confer
and mental development are
of
systhe
to
DATES OF SALE
local employes
big
frt each nf every case of
ing
with the county school superintend-- !
IDEAL such as cannot be found
offices of the new departtem.
The
to
the
reference
qualified
with
elsewhere in America.
FourJuly 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
ment are In Topeka and the work will tion and fitness of applicants, and also t0'
teen officers and instructors, all
FRANK
J.
CHENEY,
commisIsaiah
conducted
allowed1
be
Hale,
by
RETURN LIMIT
with regard to the salaries
graduates from standard EastSworn to before me and subscribed
sioner 'of safety. The new system will the
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
teacher, as the county superin-5th, 1912, Ten Days.
August
westDe-oand
on
eastern
the
be
in
modern
started
every respect.
is required by law to approve to my presence, this Cth day of
tendent
ern lines of the Santa Fe and will be
woranta for teflnhers' salaries and cember, A. D. 1880.
Regents :
Pleasure, Entertainment, Inextended to the other lines as speed- U Is
A. W. GLEASON,
should (Seal)
E. A. CAHOON. President.
he
that
necessary
quite
struction and Rest.
ily as possible.
Notary Public
J. E. RHEA,
be consulted in the matter of employof
E.
P.
the
road,
Ripley, president
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intering teachers.
One and One-fif- th
Fare from
says in the general order:
JOHN W. PoE, Seoretary.
me also to call your atten nally and acts directly upon the blood
Allow
most
serious
One of the
W. A. F1NLAY.
problems
New
Mexico to
in
All
Points
of and mucous surfaces of the system.
before our company is how to pre- tion to the fact that the form
For particulars and Illustrated catafree.
for
Send
Return.
and
Mountainair
the
teachers'
contract,
testimonials,
by
approved
vent personal Injuries, how to avoid
logue, address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the suffering, grief and hardship they State Department of Education re-H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
of the county
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopf.
occasion, how to eliminate the eco- quires the approval
const!for
Pills
Take
Hall's
We
have
Family
school
qual
caused
waste
superintendent.
nomic
the
permaSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
by
.
nent or temporary disablement of a ified a sufficient number of teachers pation.
1

The following are the time tabiei
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ih No. i
westbound and No. 10 eastbcund.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at lii 10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. n
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 i. m. to co
nect with No. 7 westbouai and o. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35

TO BE HILLED

THEY PICKED HIS POCKET.
went,
Attorney Morgan li.
He was in
lo El Paso Wednesday.
hopes of knocking the block off any- one who might try to pick his pockf ts, but the rat pros
got
evjdently
As it is, hp is till minus the
wise.
watch they filched fr.mi him in .Juarez
on the fourth. Las (ruces Citizen.

BY STATE

j

FOR SALE- Two story residence on
aiace avenue. Lot tiOx2-Ifeet. O. C.
atson & Co.

-

LOST Hunch of keys. Finder
turn to this oilice. Lost either at
or on streets.
FOR SALE UlxiiS threshing
chine at bargain price. Address
II. Brook. .Santa Fe, X. M.

t

solv-ther- e

TO

j

All Stations East and West
FROM

j

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations,
or write to any
etc., call
Agent or
F.
Santa Fe.
Shea,

good-nature-

New-Yor-

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

i

5.50

$50.35
$79.35

j

60LDEN STATE LIMITED

i
LALIrUlVniA

PlUSTllJJ.

$55. 90

$46.90

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

State

Trip Fare From

."' f" f

j

$7.65

j

Ca-en- t.

At

ilrjnfliF

1

I

1

I

4

ma-

H.

FOR SALE- - One gray horse,
5
old.
Guaranteed
absolutely
sound. Will drive single, double, saddle (, eack. Weight lino. Box 121

years

Santa

Fe.

Elegantly Furmsneo" Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-riall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.

g

j

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART'
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusred ana repaired. New
plateni furnished. Kibbom and suppliesTypewriters sold, exchanged
a" rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrite.-juar
Santa Fe Typewriter B
anteed.
231.
Phone
change.
s

WANTED Kin, duo people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henrk Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the city.
Why drink muddy water from the hy
drant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from the
Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,

Proprietor.
"PROGRESSIVES."
We do not train our students to bo
clerUs, but to be leaders and executors.
Our Ilusiness Course is man- building, business efficiency and the
philosophy of leadership, as well as
blindfold
Salesinenship, Advertising,
typewriting, and Che new A. B. C.
Shorthand.
This "Adv." is headed "Progressives" meaning DEMOCRATS,
RKPVRMCANS, SOCIALISTS,
AND A Li, OTHERS.
We accept all
and treat as one in the name of "PROGRESSIVES."
This should be the
cry throughout America, to form a
COAUTIOX GOVERNMENT, the pick
of the country, all sorts, similar to
New Zealand's Government the past
twenty years. The best of "all sorts'"
must make a good government, and
would cure the Grafters, Trusts, and
other Robbers. Food prices would
lower. A new Tariff would help. Tha
"people" will then have a $20 gold
piece in rheir pocUets. Throughout
the I!. S. A. trade is quiet, money
scarce, and the cause is "too much politics" too many millionaires, too many
living from hand to mouth, as a contrast and the cure is a coalition government. Send nie to your senate, and
I will do all I can, anyway I will call a
spade a spade, and the scoundrel who
votes for robbing the people shall have
his proper title. The only difference
that I can think of is as things are
now run that one solid party are in
office and the other solid party wants
to be. Walter Norton, President, Santa Fe Business College.
Professor .1. A. Wood, recently the
superintendent, is principal and is an
adherents of boys and girls in the
grades, especially in 7 and S, to leara
shorthand and
typewriting during
the holidays, that when they return
to school they are able to take
"Teachers" talk, and so gain ten
times more knowledge. The old sys
tern is a waste of valuable time for the
children, and waste of money for par.
ents. Every one leaving school should
have some business knowledge
and
.opiate eiqcjyojd ujca o ajqB aq
nient.
PRO-IIIR-

KnaSUWER

INSTITUTE

i

c

FOR RENT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with bath. Upstairs, over store. Frank Audiews.

e

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

re-

post-olt'ic-

The Scientific

Reading Range
for the norma eye is 14 to
Ifl inches. This distance eliminates eye strain, increases
efficiency.
In the Burroughs Visible
adding machine, all working
points are within easy reading range and at an angle
most convenient to read.
The Burroughs product Is
backed by a double guarantee; The Burroughs reputation is behind the mechanical

constriction; Burroughs Service means constant use.
Let us show you this machine. No cost or obligation.
Burroughs

Adding Machine

Co.

w. H. lonq, Sales Manager.
P. O. Box 702,

El Paso, Texas,
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

--

ROOSEVELT

ON IN KANSAS.

I

THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries

for the Bloomer and the two claims
TAFT DISHES OUT JOBS.
adjoining, which by the way, were
Washington, D. C, July 17. Presilocated by the two prospectors
who
dent Taft today sent to the senate
had drilled the holes and put in
the nominations of Sherman Allen of
the shots at the Bloomer. This was
Vermont to be assistant secretary of
met by a counter offer to sell for
the
treasury, and Luther Conant, Jr.,
Charles W. Fairfield, for a number
Juneau. July 17. Additional
sup
of New York to be commissioner of
$3uo,uuo and a compromise of ?12o,0u0
of years Assistant to State Auditor
port tor Alaska women s desire tor for each claim was
corporations.
finally agreed
suffrage is furnished by the story of
William G. Sargent, has assumed his
The latter succeeds Herbert Knox
the Rloomer gold mining claim, which
duties with the First National Bank Smith, resigned to join Colonel Roosewas sold to a company of St. Lotiis
where he has a responsible position. velt's new party.
CIRCULAR LETTER TO SANTA
ca pitalists.
Assistant
FE COUNTY SCHOOL DIRECTORS. Mr. Fairfield resigned as
Carmi Thompson of Onto, the fourth
The locators were Misses Annie Gentlemen:
Auditor July 1, his place being taken
President Taft has had at
secretary
and Freda Wilson, who were, until The denartment of education ha;i by Mr. Hall, a relative of Mr. Sargent. the White
House, was at his new job
the
this spring, teachers employed by
Hall also became coupon clerk early this morning, though his nomicalled the attention of this office
I'nited States government, Annie as the small amount of poll tax money in the same omce.
nation has not yet been sent to the
an instructor of the three R's, and collected during the
his tenure of office, Mr. senate.
scholastic
During
past
as an instructor of sanitation. year, and urging the necessity of mak Fairfie'd made an excellent
record
3 Freda
fie
Miss Annie Wilson came to Alaska ing the proper collections at once.
and added many new friends to his NEWSPAFERS THAT ARE
PRINTED YEARLY.
At the prize fight you see rounds of from her home in Kansas four years
On receipt of this circular you will large list in the state, all of whom
A year later her sister joined
ago.
and
to
of
him
see
to
will
see
collect
tax
here
prosper
but
whatever
proceed
hope
you
poll
pounds
pound,
her.
(Continued from Page One.)
is still due the district, and to vance in his new position. Mr.
round!
which
the
on
suit against those parties who field is one of the best known youns
Chicagoff Island,
inare delinquent. Please make another men in tEe state, an expert accountant ab, Greenland, where a small printing
young women were stationed, is
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN habited by Indians, bears, mosqui effort to collect the tax, and after due and has a life record for integrity office was established in 1SG2, whence
The young i:otice has been given to those deldn - and industry.
prints
He enters the bank news sheets and lithographic
toes and prospectors.
not
you find do
women taught the Indians the use quents,
payivith the intention of growing with have been issued.
Short Steak, Flank,
The journal in question is entitled
and of soap, beat tin! up, then you should report all their the institution and he will have the
of figures
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
to
drive
away the bears ana, names to the justice of the peace or best wishes of all in his new position. Atnagagdlintit, narlinginarmik
pans
In return your precinct, with instructions toj
that is, "Something for
charmed the prospectors.
That's About
j
HE IS PROGRESSIVE,
the prospectors told them interesting bring suit.
reading; accounts of all sorts of enThe department of education is of
The Way They Rank!
stories of the romantic trade of the
Dr y. j,. Brown of Espanola, is tertaining subjects." The language is
the opinion that the clerks are notjn town today. One of the first re- - that of Greenland, a dialect of the Es- gold hunter.
The Mere Mention
the proper efforts to collect ,Tliai.ks after our greeting was: "I am kimos.
Annie and Freda in the spring, fol-- ! making
due the districts, and
the
money
to take a Progressive paper. I
arrival.
sister's
lowing the vounger
Of The Above Choice Cuts
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
an( they are neglecting their duties uu :', m a progressive. The movement is
constructed bloomer costumes
der the law. I believe you owe it la growing everywhere," and the doctor belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaftShould Bring
thereafter until school closed they
yourselves to clear the record by is right.
ing; one 12 horse power and on 22
spent their Saturdays and, after that,; Promptly bringing to time those per-- ;
horse power Leffel Engine, Srst das
a
is
la
there
Jn
E
summer
wandering
valky
Post-Hast- e
loco!; all the days of and a'ong the creek enna vhr nurctut n twit novitlff
pretty ranch, seen from the railroad condition; one 40 horse power
the hills
of trees and a thriv- motive type boiler capable ot carrying
is
a
where
,......
grove
emu
uuiii.
lcoKing ioi
upon by
ing orchard. Last October it became 75 pounds of steam, pass-;How Good The y'll Taste!
did they bear from the male prospec
&
of
ng
float
the property of Dr. Brown, and he Boiler Inspector; radiators, steara
what
out
tors before they found
liawho
are
esiding in your districts
loft a thriving- nraetire in Los An piping and valves; a f.O gallon gasoreally was. And it was not until July ble to the payment of poll tax. Please
ge,es where he savs ..j worlied t00 line tank, with other sundry items.
rewarded.
were
that
they
of last year
mark those names who have paid and hRr(J Trip(J tQ do gome politics and Any of these items will be sold cheap
strike.
At last they made a
make note of those who are still de--;
t. if taken
at once. If imer.iste.l adTouis
ftimip speaking aIong with my
Early this spring the St.
more
ton
nnrl
it
strenuous
'tiro
found
New Meyici'i Printing Comtbe
dress
company made an offer of $300,000
Sincerely Jurs'
Phone 92.
'than
nhvsifnl svstoni could .endure. pany, Santa Fe. Ne.v MeJtico
JOHN V. CONWAY,
The fact is I broke down. My wife
County School Superintendent.
and I had visited out here and liked
.
go when j found I bad to make a
EXPRESS COMPANIES
and get rest and out door life,
'change
TO
cut.
nf,tuI.auv thought of the Espanola
Washington, D. C, July 17. Faced
Rn w- - .me and are more
It is a very serious matter to ask
with the interstate commerce
"n - .,i,Pn'satis5pd. Our ranch is looking
for one medicine and have the
mission's ultimatum that they must. finp and mv wife an(! x both feei that
wrong one given you. For this
prove that their service is necessary wav so the world looks good."
reason we urge you in buying to
u uie imuiu-u.e e.Me&S
MU1I
conUmle
fQund hp
be careful to get the gcntiie
began piepa.ations today to fight the
in the
as
the
gome
pPople
floctpr,
,
. .
,,
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
,
,
urastic reductions in their rales and
f
THEDFORD'S
the sweeping changes in their methods
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
the tanch. Dr. Brown is not a sudden
of doing business ordered by the comPvneressive but a dyed in the wool
mission.
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The
Liver Medicine
one. He was on the ticket tor the
After three years of investigation,
in California in the Los Anenamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
the commission has drawn up a start- assembly
The
reputation of this old, reliageles district, the first time the Proble medicine, for constipation, inThe damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
ling indictment of the express busilias
he
and
in
were
the
field,
ness. Commissioner Lane's decision, gressives
digestion and liver trouble, is firmnot wavered since. His influence will
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
ly established. It does not imitate
made public today! declared:
be felt in the future in the Progres
other medicines. It is better than
We arranged with the Rail read Company to sell the beds at
"The test of the express company sive
movement.
Dr. Brown!
others, or it would n it be the faparty
Cerhand.
as
at
a
is
public
utility
vorite liver powder, wiih a larger
said he saw a couple of copies of the
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
exnot
deniable
the
it
is
that
tainly
sale than all others combined.
new New Mexican and decided lie;
until
no
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
to
slight degree wanted it. Everybody's doing it, do- press company has
SOLD IN TOWN
F2
lost the confidence of the people it
in order to move
it.
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost
ing
serves and is regarded now as only
business necessity."
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
The commission ordered an averbeds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
age reduction in rates of 13 per cent
block
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
and the installation of a
system of charges covering the whole
size, in white and vernis martin
In satin brass. There are three
The maximum charge per
country.
finish.
pound was fixed at twelve cents; the
tariffs increasing in exact proportion
tc weight and distance.
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
The rates made are not to go into
j
'effect at once, the commission desir-- I
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
s
ing to hear from carriage and
Bros.'
will
Town
i.i
Butt
Stand
This
Down
first.
begin
Drug Store.
hearing

What is the difference between
prize fight and our meat shop?

FIGHT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1912.

FAIRFIELD IS

WOMEN MINERS

WITH BANK

IN ALASKA

Post Cards With Colonel's

Electors
Marked Will be Sent to Every Voter
So That Taft Tricks Will Not
Avail.

I

WW
mffr

-

ii

r J

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always

On

Tap

Here!

Topoka, July 17. The Roosevelt
in Kansas was actively
campaign
stnrted by William Allen White at
He sent to Topeka
Kmporia today.
for a list of the eighteen republican
presidential electors as they will appear on the ballots in the various
The names of the eighteen
counties.
men are changed eighteen times in
the suite, so that they appear in a
different order that many times and
lot in the same order in any two ad
joining counties.
The nine Roosevelt men 'will tie
marked for each county and the list
sent out to every republican voter so
that the voter will know before the
primary jpst how the names will appear on the ballot which he takes
into tTTe botth.
The list will.be print
ed on postcards and mailed at once
and then again just before the primThat, is the biggest part of the
ary.
Kansas has already
campaign work.
and the
been carried by. Roosevelt
question of his majority in the primary is how little confusion there is in
the voting.
Mr. White said today, by telehone
that he had not heard definitely from
any of the speakers lie had invited to
come to Kansas in the next two weeks
to help the Roosevelt campaign. Colonel Roosevelt has anounced a tentative plan for a trip to Kansas and Mr.
White is trying to get Governor John-soof California, Francis J. Heney,
Senator Clapp and Senator Uristow to
come for a few speeches.

u

A NEW CARLOAD

OF

PUBLIC SALE.

WATERMELONS

On Monday, July 22 at 10 a. m. in
front of my office on San Francisco

fi.

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

street, I will sell at public sale to the
highest bidder for cash only, one
black est ray horse with a Bar brand
on left 'hip. Said horse is about five
years old and appears sound.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
City Marshal.

toirs.

mb

I

Fair-Lrin-

'

k

j

thatig

You Here

thi

Plaza Market Co.

.

fight

Very Serious

.....

.

ft

SPITZ ,

f

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

FOR

g

'

.

j

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH v, ::i run without

A

.

ery

Watches
and

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

ally.
If you

t

will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil an;! a cleaning
a year. It wi!l increase the
It
and accuracy of your watch
Leave your watch with "us

bie

E

Pieces That Are

Reliable."

y.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

Co.

....

Persian Lawn, 32
value, 25c Now

$2.25

Fifty White Persian Lawn Waists.
ular price $3.50 and $5.00, now,'

ii

Reg- .

.

fco fr
P.UU

SACQUES

lwo silk fink and Blue, Imported
from Japan Were $35 00, now .

ft:

SALMON'S
Two

Silk

$12.50.

Petticoats.
Now

Regular

price,

Cf
ip't.OU

SALMON'S
Middy Waists. Regular price $1.25 and
$1.50. Now

((
$1.UU
1

If

$15.UU.

INow

Regular

ftn
Sv.W

CORSETS

$8.50

or
sl.0
SALMON'S

SALMON'S

i.

Silk Short Kimonas, beautiful
patterns. Regular price $7.50. Now

Twenty-fiv- e

!o

American Lady Shoes and Oxfords.
Regular price from $3.50 to $5.00 . .

PJ0

....

Drawers, hemstitched ruffleprice $2.50. Now

-

Regular

(fji

wide, 18c

SALMON'S

18 Wash Sikrts, tan and white at

10

Ladies'

and tan.

P' J

7tZ

SALMON'S

'II
?l

......
Regular price 20 and

1UC
SALMON'S

20c

5 doz. Ladies' Long Sleeve Vests at

SALMON'S

and

gQ

SALMONS

MEN'S SHOES

29 Men's Fancy Vests, assorted colors.
.
.
Regular price $2.50 to $5.00 .

$6.00 to $7.00

Hanna Shoes.

tlemen Shoes, ;

r

j

j fa
$0.)J
SALMON'S

60 pairs of Florsheim Shoes and Oxfords.
.
.
.
Were $5.00 to 5.50. Now

American Gen

$4.00, $4.50 to $5.00
SALMON'S

v

SALMON'S

Men's House Slippers

.

.$1.00 to $2.50
SALMON'S

Hart Schaffner & Maix Suits, all light weight, at a
a big reduction at

DRESSES.
SALMON'S

50 Men's Suits of very good make.

A

j
l.OU
SALMON'S

Regular price $18.50 to $20.00. Now

Regular price $1.50. Now

75c

Two Black Voile Skirts. Sizes CC Hfi
.
Were $12.50. Now PO.UU
27-41-

SALMON'S

ESI

House Dresses, four on one

50

Straw Hats below cost at

New line of Rugs and

Carpets at

Floor Oil Cloth, per yard

7S.

SALMON'S

50c

.

SALMON'S

fl'7 Ef
W

Long Silk Summer Coats.
. 3
.
Regular price $25.00. Now

6 Ladies'

SET SALMON'S

$1.35 to $2.50
SALMON'S

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

28-4- 0

Regular price 85c.

SALMON'S

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

25 Men's Shirts.

Odd Skirts

,Straw Hats.

PJ..J

IkSB

V

20 Boys'

ne

Suits, white, blue ffO
Regular price $7.50. Now .

MEN'S HATS
t1

75c to $2.00

SALMON'S

Per Cent Discount pn Skirts

SALMON'S

White Petticoats, lace or embroidery.
.
.
Regular price $3.50. Now .

.

Men's and Boy'? Caps

SALMON'S

Linen

SALMON'S

pl.U

JQC

Queen Quality Oxfords,

20

$5.00, $7.50 to $8.50

25 Ladies' Silk Dresses below cost

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 to $4.00
or

val- -

SALMON'S

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
-

on
di
plOV

SALMON'S

OC

SALMON'S

Panama Hats

SALMON'S

WOMEN'S SHOES

$3.50

SALMON'S

l gc

Regular

SALMON'S

36 inches

Indian Linen,
ues, now

h
Seven Silk Sacques, blue, pink and white.
Were $8.50. Now .

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

6 doz. Ladies' Vests.
25cts. Now at

Parisana Corsets made in Batiste and Coutil,
.
medium high breast and
CH
i
lO do
JO.OU
long hips. Sizes 18 to 28

$1.50

assortment of Summer Kelt Hats at

LADIES' SUMMER VESTS

Cork

pnc!

Big

SALMON'S

SALMON'S
Ten Silk Assorted Colors.

wide.

4'OU

"SALMON'S

KIMONAS AND

in.

Twenty Silk Petticoats, assorted colors, ffi? Cfl
Were from $10 00 to $17.50. Now .

SALMON'S

8

HaHMHHMMHMMMHMMHHMMMMHMMiMMMHM

WASH GOODS

Odd Waists SALMON'S BIG STORE

Twenty Silk Waists, Sizes 34 to 40.
Were $4.50. Now

I

ship-Iper-

9.

1

Women's

rf Jh

Wf l&

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Clocks.
"Time

r

4

'

SALMON'S

